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Last winte-r, I went skiing for tbe tlrst time. I was lucky to learn the activity
under the best of circu m, tances-in the soft Coloradt) powder, with the aid
of an experienced sRI instructor and alongside r\-vo novice frie nds.
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Nonetheless, being a great lover of neither heights nor speed, it is safe to say
I was fairly nervous, if not fiat out afraid .
I took to skiing easier than I had expected. I guess aU those years of tap and
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ballet actually improved my balance and coordination. Though capable of
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executing the skills I was learning, I did at times feel a distinct lack of
control over my own body and a growing suspicion I was at the mercy of a
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sea of experienced skiers around me. In fact , if anything reverted my
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<",

exhilaration back to fear, it was the sound and sensation of a more confident
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skier (read: faster skier or, worse yet, snowboarder) approaching me from

.~

behind .
Minutes before I stepped into my skis and
ascended Snowmass m ountain.

That's when my ski instructor gave me advice I'll always remember, the
unwritten rule of the mountain: you just look out for tbe pe()ple in front (if y ou; let tbose bebind you worry

abou t tbe people in front of them. Though I was he sitant to put my own safety in the hands of an impalpable
few (if I'm not slife where I'm headed on the slope , how can I expe ct anyone else to make slife he or she
doesn 't end up there , too') , I put his words into action , giving the mountain hehinel me my trust anel hefore me
my attention. In do ing so , I observed a natural synchronicity I hadn't noticed hefore , one that offered me
protection but required my participation.
The rcason I rcmember the "mountain ruk" isn't because its application made me an expert skier today. Sadly, I
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have n 't had the opportunity to ski again since then. I remember it because, for me , the mountain rule represents
the essence of community. It recognizes that we are all connected, and everything we do has a ripple effect. It
re minds me that the worlel is larger than just my own little space in it, ancl I have responsibiliry for far more than
simply myself. Finally, it challenges us as humans to accept that much of life , its obstacles and its blessings, are
beyond our own power. We like to think we control our lives , but who knows when we 'll need to count on
someone we can ' t see to make sure we stay firmly on our feet or help us steer clear of disaster.
Wouldn 't it be nice if we all lived as though we were on skis coming elown a mountain-looking out for those in
our field of vision and trusting our neighbors to honor the same code of consideration and kindness. If more

Just being on the mountain brings with it responsibUiry. It is our privilege as thinking creature s and our
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LYNN IN THE COMMUNITY:

SeveraJ times each month,
a group of Intensive English
Studies students showers residents
of Lago Vista Care Center with
companionship, compassion
and attention.
From left /0 right, juan Carios Hernandez,
Sylvia CIaJ"/onL', Carolinrl Giraldo, Lucy
Brescitlno and j ose J'v/ol'l1ntes.

people acted with this principle in minel , we 'd all be more aware of the impact w e have o n one another and
more empowered by the spirit of communiry to extenel our own hands anJ hearts to help.
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obligation as co-inhahitants of a shared world to make the mountains w e climb and descend safer, happier
places.
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We want to hear from you! Contact Perspectives with story ideas and contributions at perspectives@lynn.edu or (561 )237-7779.
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Master plan
Lynn University prepares for the future with a revised masts
to enhance campus with a rlew dorm, student apartments";""aca
and athletic facilities and more.
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Plus, take a doser look at some of Lynn's student and faculty volunteer efforts:
Teaching by Heart: Malique Domond '00... 12
An Exchange of Gifts: Professor Amy Evalt. .. 14
The Toussaint L'Ouverture Reminiscence Project ... 16
Educating a Community About Its Own Environment: Jeff Rhein '01. ..32
Giving Girls Something to Cheer About: Diana Keith '01. ..34
Art Infusion International ...35

to study in Japan.

we have on one another and

Irts to help .

English Department Chair Dr. Diane Richard-Allerdyce is a powerful force behind
Lynn University's emphasis on service learning through community volunteer work.
During a recent sabbatical, and through her own volunteer initiatives, she explores
the value of extending the university into the community and bringing community
awareness into the classroom.
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I read with interest the letter from Ilene Solomon Si1lber,
Executive Director of Communities in Schools (CIS) of Palm
Beach County, published in the premiere edition of
Perspectives, Lynn's new campus magazine. I had a small role
in bringing Lynn University and CIS together back in 1989. It
was, however, the leadership and generosity of Lynn University,
along with the hard work and sacrifice of Lynn staff, the CIS
students and Mrs. Silber and her colleagues, that have made
this relationship a true success.
As a proud alumnus of Lynn, I have marveled over the years
at Lynn's success, growing from a tiny acorn to a first class
institution with a heart. I clearly remember the day back in
1990, when after interviewing three CIS scholarship finalists, I
shared with President Ross my disappointment that any of the
students who had turned their lives around in the face of
insurmountable odds would be left behind. Without hesitation
or fanfare he said, "They won't," and committed the resources
of Lynn University to their cause . It moves me to this day.
Recognizing the benefits that accrue to both the at-risk
youth of CIS and the Lynn community from such outreach
initiatives truly demonstrates President Ross' vision and is a
testament to Lynn University's success.

I recently brought my daughter Jennifer, a graduating
senior this year, to Lynn University for a visit. We were so
impressed with the campus. We just loved the Library's
architecture and the wonderful media facility on the th,i rd floor.
In many ways the campus is just as I remember Q
t . Yet, there are
so many great additions.
I have tons of fond memories of my days at Lynn University
(The College of Boca Raton back then)! And now with all the
growth on campus, the same terrific staff and students, and
programs for studying abroad, it is an even more desirable
school to attend.
Thank you for your commitment to excellence. I have
benefited well from my experiences at Lynn UniverSity, as I know
so many students have and will!
Keep up the good job and God bless you all.

LAUNCHES

Your friend,
John P. Langan, Class of '81
Managing Partner, Langan Associates, p.c.

November 8, 2 000
The idea that retirement will be fun and games is not
always true. For many of us (I am 75), the thought of getting up
in the morning and wondering WHAT we are going to do today
is horrible!
I believe in order to live an exciting and fulfilling life, we
must always be employed or invo'i ved in civic activities. We
must always have some pressure in our life to keep the juices
running. As we get older, these pressures can take on a new
profile. They should become the type that can be regulated,
turned off, or stay active at our command. Pressure can give
more meaning to activities, making them more worthwhile and
satisfying. Each day, pressure provides the 're-firement' to your
system and ignites the activities for the day.
I have been in many different business activities from
manufacturing to the hotel business, and for ten years I have
been thrilled to be involved in the academic world. Where else
can you be part of the development of our future leaders of our
world? At Lynn University it is especially true, since we have
students from over 70 countries and 35 states. It is on our
campus that students will begin to create their goals and
beliefs. To be part of this activity is very stimulating and aids in
my daily 're-firement.'

Robert E. Levinson
Vice President for Corporate Development
Lynn University

$50
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CAPITAL CAMPAIGN TO
BUILD ENDOWMENT

Fondly,
Suzanne Till Decker, Class of 1978
Wellington, FL

December J, 2000
I originally chose Lynn University because of the great
coaching staff, Coaches Jeff Price, Rob Wilkes and Bill Fash,
who I knew would be best for my development as both a
person and a player. In addition, the school was close to my
home, which would enable me to stay close to my family. As it
turned out, I red-shirted my freshman year of basketball, and it
turned out to be an excellent developmental year for me.
Lynn has been the perfect choice for me. We have
professors that sincerely care if their students learn. On
campus, I've met a lot of interesting people from many different
backgrounds and through basketball I've seen some of this
wonderful country.
I think that I've developed into a much better basketball
player, and I feel that I've matured as a person and a student
here at Lynn . While I've been here, I've been fortunate to be a
part of three winning seasons and have played in the NCAA
Division II National Semi-Finals.
This year will certainly be different because of a change in
coaching staff, but I'm confident that I will be up to the
challenge. Although we have had our early season struggles,
our goal is to be the NCAA Division II National Champions. I
know it's a lofty goal, but I think that we have a very talented
team and believe we should have high expectations.
My experiences at Lynn University, on and off the court,
have been excellent. I've met so many wonderful people that
have been an important part of my life, and I wouldn't trade my
years here for anything.
Sincerely,
Kenny Anders '01

On November 1, Christine E. Lynn,
Chairman of Lynn University's Board of
Trustees, and President Donald E. Ross
announced Lynn University launched a
$50 million capital campaign, the most
ambitious fun<.iraising enterprise in the
institution 's history. Entitled," Keeping
the Promise," the campaign seeks to
establish a strong endowment for the
school and support several major
University initiatives, including student
support, faculty development and
campus enhancement. John Hannifan of
Boca Raton, a former 113M executive and
a Lynn University Trustee, was named
Campaign Chairman.
To date, more rhan $20 million in
contributions and pledges has been
received toward the campaign's goal.
Christine Lynn's generosity on behalf of
the E. M. Lynn 'Foundation, which
recently made a $ 10 million commitment
to the University, propelled the campaign
to its bold start. Hannifan feels the
recent gift reflects a strong partnerShip
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ocal races, including candidates for the

National Championship. Our players

J. S. Senate and New York Governor

don 't settle for second best in the

Public Health Service, assigned to the
U.S. Navy. She is an active volunteer of
the Red Cross and of Palm Beach
County's South County deHoernle

classroom or on the tennis court," Perez

)roduced by students of the Lynn

Service Center. She credits her late

said. "Our women's team has been
Lynn University's head men's and

Veteran's Administration and a
commissioned officer with the U.S.

"Our mindset every year is to win the

"Democracy 2000" segments were

support faculty, program

Christine E. Lynn School of Nursing.

kosemer, Lynn's Director of Media

Jeorge Pataki.

to

and facility development of Lynn's

During Perez's tenure, the men 's team

)oliticians in more than 20 state and

her honor. Part of the UniverSity'S
"Keeping the Promise" campaign, the

following season , Lynn jumped to NCAA

tffiliate in West Palm Beach , partnered to

o the November general election. Jim

endow an
chair in

Championship in 1993, 1995 and 1996.

C OACH OF THE D ECADE

nurse Libby
Dodson pledged

TENNIS C OACH PEREZ
NATIONAL

S CIENCES '
In June, Boca

accomplishment."

winning the NAlA National

In September, Lynn University and

CHAIR IN
NURSING AND IlEALm

A CADEMIC

husband Harry with setting up the

successful winning five National

:ollege of Intl'rnational Communications

women 's tennis coach Mike Perez earned

Championships during the decade, anc!

n the University's digital broadcast

Wilson/Intercollegiate Tennis Association

our men's team has scmtched the surface

<D'

@
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related services.

many times. We have a great tradition

was one of nine men's and women 's

athletic sides anc! I'm excited about the

STUDENTS

lepth political coverage during its

collegiate coaches at the NCAA Divisions

future."

$50,000

tightly newscasts in October.

I, II and Ill, NAIA and Junior College

~rose111er
~ews

and other faculty. WPTV-TV

Channel 5 broadcasted the in

Perez attended the University of

levels who were recognized December

Arizona, where he earned a Bachelor's of

re establishing with commercial and

14 at the ITA Coaches Convention in

Arts in Political Science. He is married to

,ublic broadcasting stations," Brosemer

Wesley Chapel, Fla.

the former Melissa Nace of York ,

"This is part of a new partnership we

aid recently. "This project offered a

"It's a great honor

to

be associated

tremendous opportunity for our

with the other outstanding coaches that

students, as much of the studio

have been presented this award," Perez

production tix the political

said. ''li' m just a part of the success [at

coverage was done by the

LynnJI, as are many other people ... the

University's senior

other staff that was involved through the

FOR

In October, Lynn University students
learned one of their peers faced an
inunediate crisis and
jumped to action: On
October 13, 23-year
old Kendrick English,
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communications students."
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past decade, let alone the players."
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A d'p ~:o,,·: "ThE- Srory ot KC(1cJrick Er:9 i' ~h."
a docutncntary p:ouuct?o oy COnltn!i.'l!CallC.'lS
Sfudents to S~lppon a frie'ld In nC'cd

a Lynn senior who is
paralyzed and
confined to a

~

"The ITA is proud to honor these nine

o

strengthen the community'S health

here at Lynn on the academic and

supervision of

N

S

honors for NAJA women 's tennis. Perez
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Dodson Foundation so that she can help

(ITA) National Coach of the Decade

tudio under
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notified his insurance benefits had

English suffered a paralyzing spinal

with a charter airplane company in order

JamcsW

expired, leaving him with thousands of

cord injury five years ago on the football

doJlars in medical expenses and the

field , which left him a quadriplegic with

eventually fulftll his dre;lm of becoming a

longtime supporter

challenge of tinishing his education,

little feeling in his upper body. He was

pilot for

and benefactor of

despite requiring 24-hour-a-day care.

hospitalized for four months, but

In less than one week, more than 35
students, led by senior Jarred Weisfeld ,

to accumulate more flight hours and
II

Cumpton , a

major airline.

The Coca-Cola First Generation

Lynn UniverSity,

eventually returned to high school.

Scholarship Program is administered by

has been a

Kendrick, who is a communications

the Florida Independent College Fund, a

member and

produced a telethon to get Kendrick the

major, now tackles life from a

not-for-proflt foundation based in

former chairman of

support he needed, raising more than

wheelchair. Donations can be made to

Deland, Fla. FICF is dedicated to

Lynn University's

$2'5,000 for the Kendrick English Trust

The Kendrick English Trust Fund,

providing financial assistance to students

Board of

Fuml.With the help of Jim Brosemer,

Northern Trust Bank, 1100 E. Las Olas

attending Florida's 26 independent

Blvd ., Ft. L1uderdale, FL 33301. ®

Ove.rseers for

Lynn's Director of Media Services and a

colleges and universities. @

many years. A

communications professor, Kendrick's
friends and peers wrote and produced a
one-hour documentary. Entitled "The
Story of Kendrick English," the program
offers a behind the scenes look at
Kendrick's life on campus as a
quadriplegic and urges viewers to call in
pledges.
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"The Story of Kendrick English" aired
on Boca Raton Educational Television on
October 24 and was picked up by cable
outlets throughout Palm Beach and
Broward Counties, generating a
Florida community. Comcast , a local
cable provider, aired the program
repeatedly throughout the month of
November.
We/sfield, who hosted the show, was
excited about the tremendous student
interest and involvement and was
impressed that the telethon was put
together in such short order. " It was
great how the students pulled together
in such short time to make all of this
happen and help out a friend ," he said.
To date , the effort has raised more than
to

a

fundraiser this January held in
conjunction with the Orange Bowl,
where Kendrick was an honorary guest
and received a special visit from actor
Denzel Washington.
English now carries a new Medicaid
insurance policy that covers his medical
needs, but does not cover the 24-hour
care on which he depends. A medical
assistant helps English with everything
from getting dressed to getting him in
and out of his wheelchair, a service
which can eost more than $90,000 a
year.
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Accountant, he
was a name partner at a small firm in

Two OF
FLORIDA'S Top

UNIVERSITY BOARD

Malwick in 19'56 amI remained a

SCHOLARSHIPS

OF TRUSTEES

principal in the firm until his retirement.

RECEIVE

NAMED TO LYNN

Chicago until its merger with Peat,

Mr. Cumpton and his wife Betty reside in
This fall, Lynn University and the

In February, Chairman of the Board

Boca Raton, where he has been

Florida Independent College Fund (FICF)

Christine E. Lynn announced Lynn

instrumental in the success of many civic

announced Lynn University students

University named journalist Irving R.

and charitable projects and

were the recipients of two of the state 's

Levine and Boca Raton patron James W.

organizations. @

coveted scholarsh.ips.

Cumpton to its Board of Trustees.

In October, Ashley Michelle Rice of

tremendous response from the SOllth

$'50,000 for English , thanks in part

Certitled Public

Irving R.

Wellington , Fla. , was awarded a Delta

Levine, the

International Scholarship, which enables

former Chief

junior-year college students to study

Economics

abroad through a $2,500 scholarship

Correspondent

with free round-trip air transportation

for NBC News,

to

NEW FINANCE SEMINAR
TEACHES STUDENTS

How TO
This

~pring ,

INvEST
the College of Business is

the nearest Delta destination to the

currently

offering a new course on investing,

student 's overseas host institution. The

serves as Dean

featuring for the first time nearly a dozen

program was created in 1994 by the

of the Lynn

leading investment experts as guest

Delta Airlines Foundation

College of

lecturers. Formerly Finance 321 , a course

International

that explored the role and regulations of

to

promote

intercultural communication among
future leaders of the world.

Communications.

investment banking, the revamped

He brings to the University tremendous

seminar takes a more hands-on approach

enrolled in the University's College of

experience and expertise from his

to understanding how to invest,

Hospitality, Tourism and Recreation

distinguished career as a print and

providing students with an imaginary

Management .

broadcast journalist.

slim of money and allowing them to

Ashley, a junior at Lynn University, is

In November, Christian Alsop, from

Since becoming Dean in 1996, Mr.

establish a mock portfolio and trade
throughout the semester.

Miami Beach, Fla. , was awarded a $5,000

Levine has been most instrumental

Coca-Cola First Generation Scholarship,

the growth and expansion of Lynn

which recognizes students who will

University's communications progrdm,

faculty member Eldon Bernstein, and

become the first in their family to

overseeing a drdmatic increase in student

students have the benetit of learning

graduate from college and who

enrollment and the planning and

strategies for making smart investments

exemplify excellence in the classroom

construction of the College's state-of-the

from top investment bankers, financial

art broadcast facilities. Dean Levine is a

advisors, trdders and industry specialists

graduate of Brown University and

who will be brought in from around the

and community.
Christian, a freshman, is enrolled in

to

The course is taught by full-time

Columbia University's School of

U.S.

Aeronautics and is studying aviation

Journalism. He and hjs wife, Nancy, have

class. As an added incentive, a $2'50

weather. After receiving his private

residences in Boca Raton and

prize will be awarded to each of four

pilot 'S license, Christian plans to work

Washjngton, D.C.

students whose portfolios increase the

Lynn 's Burton D. Morgan School of

to

share their expertise with the

with a charter airplane company in order

JamesW

to accumulate more flight hours and

Cumpton , a

eventually fulfill his dream of becoming a

longtime supporter

pilot for a major airline .
The Coca-Cola First Generation
Scholarship Program is administered by

The seminar, including speaker

strength to achieve the highest goals."

honorariums and student rewards, is

Lynn University,

supported by a $50,000 gift from Tiger

Webb Internship ProW.lIn for Mjnority

has been a

Fund Chairman Julian Robertson, whose

Business Students was established five

f()rmer chairman of

Deland, Fla. FICF is dedicated to
providing financial assistance to students
attending Florida's 26 independent
colleges and universities . @

LEVINE AND CUMPTON

son is a junior at Lynn. Among the topics

years ago in honor of the late james E.

guest speakers will address are common

Webb, Regent Emeritus and t(mner

stocks, corporate bonds, U.S. Treasury

administrator at the National Air and

bonds , mutual funds, hedge funds , foreign

Space Administration (NASA). The

Overseers for

money markets, commodity trading ,

program aims to promote excellence and

many years . A

im'iex options, REITS and investment

diversity in the management of not-for

Certified Public

banking.

profit organizations.

Accountant , he

BUS 321 will be offered once per
academic year for three credits. @

Chicago until its merger with Peat,

UNIVERSITY BOARD

Mar-wick in 1956 and remained a

OF TRUSTEES

principal in the firm until his retirement.

In February, Chairman of the Board

The Smithsonian Lnstitute 's James E.

Board of

was a name partner at a smalJ fIrm in

NAMED TO LYNN

motivated and bright student who
combines hard work and academic

and benefactor of

the Florida Independent College Fund, a
not-for-profit foundation based in

most, or in a down market decrease the
least , over the course of the semester.

B()GI Raton , where he has been

SMITHSONIAN'S

University named journalist Irving R.

and charitable projects and

Levine and Boca Raton patron james W.

organizations. @

Honors Program.

LYNN STUDENT

AWARDED

instrumental in the success of many civic

University's Coca-Cola First Scholarsbip
and is a member of the University's

Mr. Cumpton and his wife Betty reside in
Christine E. Lynn announced Lynn

Ahmed is a past reCipient of Lynn

PRESTIGIOUS JAMES

@

ENROLLMENT

E.

SURGES AT LYNN
. \\ EL('O\I E TO
LY :' \'\ l' '\ 1\ 'E J~SJ Tf

WEBB INTERNSHIP

Cumpton to its Board of Trustees.
Irving R.
Levine, the

NEW FINANCE SEMINAR

f()rmer Chief

TEACHES STUDENTS

Economics

How TO

INvEST

Correspondent
for NBC News,

This spring, the College of Business is

currently

offering a new course on investing,

serves as De,lIl

featuring for the first time nearly a dozen

of the Lynn

leading investment experts as guest

College of

lecturers. Formerly Finance 321 , a course

International

that explored the role and regulations of

Accordjng to Edward Kowalchick , Vice

investment banking, the revamped

Presiclent for Enrollment, Lynn University

He brings to the University tremendous

seminar takes a more handS-Oil approach

enrollment is up a resounding 25% from

experience and expertise from his

to understanding how to invest ,

last year. The University welcomed

distinguished career as a print and

providing students with an imaginary

broadcast journalist.

sum of money and allowing them

Communications.

Since becomjng Dean in 1996, Mr.
Levine has been most instrumental to
the growth and expansion of Lynn
University's communications program,
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approXimately 630 additional students

a3

summer vacation interning at the worlcl

for the 2000 fall semester, which began

ro

establish a mock portfolio and trade

renowned Smithsonian Institute in

September 8.

throughout the semester.

Washington, D.C., olle of only seven

to

The course is taught hy full-time
faculty member Eldon Bernstein , and

Lynn senior Ahmed Moulton spent his

students nationwide accepted to

"We're fortunate and very pleased our
numbers are up ," said Kowalchick.

participate in the Smithsonian 's James E.

"We're baSically more visible and more
aggressive in our marketing."

overseeing a dramatic increase in student

students have the bendlt of learning

Webb InternshIp Program for MInority

enrollment and the planning and

strategies for making smart investments

Students in Business and Public

construction of the College's state-of-the

from top investment bankers, finanCi al

Administra tion .

art broadcast facilities . Dean Levine is a

advisors, traders and industry specialists

Dr. james Miller, former Dean of the

graduate of Brown University and

who will be brought in from around the

College of Business, considers Ahmed an

Columbia University 's School of

U.S . to share their expertise with the

exceptional student and worthy

the last few years may be attributed to

journalism. He <lnd his wife, Nancy, have

class. As an added incentive, a $250

participant of the Smithsonian internship

strong prognulls in many of the world 's

residences in Boca Raton and

prize will be awarded to each of four

program. "Ahmed was well-deserving of

fastest-growing professions, including

Washington, D.C.

students whose portfolios increase the

the position . He is an extremely

communications, fashion management

At the beginning of the 1998-1999
academic year, Lynn reported a 23%
increase in enrollment from the previous
year. The University's record growth in

:,

~.

and hotel/hospitality management, which

visits to former Nazi concentration

attract the most students. "We're very

camps in Poland, including Auschwitz-

pleased with these programs. They may

Birkenau and Majd.l11ek, followed by a

ART

be the best in the industry," said

journey to Israel to witness the rebirth of

FROM RETIRED

Kowalchick. "Four or five years ago,

the Jewish people. The entire initiative

people from the north didn't know

aims to transform the way young adults

about us, and now they do."

view and relate to people of different

Kowalchick is referring to a national
reputation Lynn is building for state-of

N
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c
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The journey, which was originally

LEARN

OF SELLING

LYNN

DEBUTS

NEW WEB

SITE

MARKETING GURUS
During the fall semester, Professor
Chris MaIfitano 's marketing/advertising

the-art educational technology, due in

created for Jewish high SdlOOI students,

class re ceived some first-hand training

part to the hands-on communications

was conceived more than a decade ago

from sl"veral of the nation 's marketing

center, the cornerstone of the Lynn

by March of the Living, an Israel-based

pioneers. Marketing 350 gives students

College of International

organization specializing in teaching the

an invaluable opportunity to learn the

Commnnications. The facility, regarded

Holocaust and dangers of racism to

ropes from "The Creative Counsel," a

as leading-edge by industry standards,

Jewish youth. In 1999, tbe League for

group of seven veteran marketing and

incorpomtes digital projection, graphic

Educational Awareness of the Holocaust

advertising professionals that includes

design and television and radio

(LEAH) in Boca Raton sent 27 non:Jewish

Gordon UushelI , former chairman and

Lynn University kicked off the new

Palm Beach County high schOOl students

CEO of the world-renown advertising

academic year with a fresh, new look for

easy sell because of technologjcal

on the trip. This year, nearly half the

agency William Est)' Company, amI Bob

its Web site. Redesigned to provide easy

progress," explains Kowalchick. "It's a

mission 's 1,000 participants are colll"gc

Sanddman, founder of the first

navigation and quick link information,

wonderful asset."

students. thanks in part to presentations

promotion agency in the United States.

www.lynn.eliu now contains more than

production into the curriculum. "It 's an

o
o

religions and races.

STIJDENTS

Lynn's popularity with international

LEAH made at local colll"gcs ami

After teaching marketing and

600 pages than the previous site. The

students may also account for its

uniwrsities, including Lynn and florida

advertising theory fur the first few

current site is still under construction , so

enrollment success, as 26% of the

Atlantic University.

months of the semester, Maltltano works

watch for more improvements this

with the Creative Counsel to provide

spring. ~

student body is made up of foreign

The program began earlier this year

students. Although their numbers didn 't

when students received educational

students with real-life scenarios,

go up by much this year, says

materials preparing them for the

challenging the class to put their

Kowalchick, "The international students

intellectual challenges and emotional

knowledge into action as if they were

rigors of tht' Remembrance and Hope

working in a real business setting. Each

INTERNATIONAL

initiative. Participants arc also required

week one of the Counsel's experts

COMMUNICATIONS

to attend a series of seminars on topics

lectures to the class about a specific

PRODUCES NATIONAL

relating to the trip given by

subject, such as sales promotion or

TO PARTIClPATE IN

distinguished scholars in the field . After

public relations . After the lecture ,

RADIO SHOW FOR

MARCH OF

their return, students are expected to

students receive an aSSignment relating

VETERANS

assume the challenge of speaking and

to the topic of the week and the class is

writing about their experiences to

divided into 'account teams' to prepare

AND HOPE

promote better interfaith relationships in

professional presentations, which they

Lynn College of International

Study mission to Israel and
Poland brings students from
over 100 universities together
to learn abo't.tt prejudice
through study of the
Holocaust.

their local communities and on their

present to their peers and mock clients

Communications helped launch a

college campuses

at the next class meeting.

nationally syndicated, weekly talk radio

have always been a strong support."

LYNN

®

STIJDENTS

REMEMBERANCE

Originally schl"dllled to depart in

Malfitano says the unique class

LYNN

COLLEGE OF

On Veteran's Day, November 11, the

program called The Veteran's Radio

December 2000, the March for

structure teaches students creativity,

Network Show. The call-in program is

Remembrance and Hope was postponed

organizatj(m , time management and

designed to serve the nation's 33 million

due

teamwork, in addition to high-level

veterans and active duty military

the Palestinians and Israeli citizens.

critical reasoning. "While this class is

personnel, covering topics ranging from

Event organizers felt re-routing the trip

very creativt:, we also teach tough,

MIA's/POW's and vetemn 's monuments,

students will join 500 peers from more

to excludl" Israel would leave out an

strategic thinking ," he explains. Students

to the strength of the U.S. Military. NBC's

than 100 universities for the annual

expericncl" of major significanCt: and

are excited about the opportunity to

Tom Brokaw, author of "The Greatest

March of Remembrance and Hope , a two

In May, several Lynn University

to

the increase in violence bl"t wel"n

chose instead to reschedule it. All Lynn

learn from experienced veterans:

Generation," was one of The Veteran's

week trip to Israel and Poland designed

students who had originally intended to

enrollment for the class has increased

Radio Network Show 's first guests.

to bring students of different religious

participate in Dl"cember's March are still

substantiaUy each year since its

planning

inception. ~

and ethnic baCkgrounds together to
learn about hatred and intolerance
through the Holocaust.
Under the leadership of Holocaust and
Jewish scholars, the March wiU entail

to

go in May.

for more information about the March
of Remembrance and Hope, please call
LEAH at (561) 24I-6';65. ~

The Veter:l1l 's Radio Network Show is
produced in the studios of Lynn
University's College of International
Communications, and will be carried live

STIJDENTS

LEARN

ART OF SELLING

LYNN DEBUTS

NEW WEB SITE

by more than 70 radio stations across the

"soloing." Three student." in particular,

nation. More than 70% of Americans are

are on the road to accomplishing major

connected to veteran's affairs , and the

flight training milestones.

program is designed to promote the

FROM RETIRED

MARKETING GURUS
During the fall semester, Professor

Aspiring aviators Alex Lucea, Kagiso

values of patriotism and appreciation for

"Kay" Gaolaolwe and Mike Lazewski are

the men and women who serve in the

steps away from achieving their

nation's Armed Forces.

collective dream of becoming al1 airline

Communications students are

pilot, having fLllished or neared the end

Chris Malfitano's marketing/advertising

encouraged to participate in the radio

of their prospective flight courses. On

class received some first-hand training

show under the supervision of the

November 21 , 2000, Alex Lucea became

from several of the nation 's marketing

program's producers and moderator Jim

the latest student to complete the Private

pioneers. Marketing '\50 gives students

Brosemer, Director of Media Services and

Pilot course. Now that he is a newly

an invaluable opportunity to learn the

an instructor at Lynn.

certitled private pilot, Alex intends to

ropes from "The Creative Counsel," a

''This is another attempt to expose our

pursue his instrument rating and

group of seven veteran marketing and

communications students to the real

commercial pilot certificate . He is

advertising professionals that includes

world of media," said Brosemer, who

currently working on a Bachelor of
Science degree in Aviation Management.

Gordon Bushell, former chairman and

Lynn University kicked off the new

joined Lynn University last July after 33

CEO of the world-renown advertising

academic year with a fresh, new look for

years in South Florida television news.

agency William Esty Company, and Bob

its Web site. Redesigned to provide easy

The VeterJn 'S Radio Network Show

"Kay " Gaolaolwe recently completed his

Following instrument training, Kagiso

Sandelman, founder of the first

navigation and quick link information,

will also be occasionally broadcast from

academic courses at Lynn University and,

promotion agency in the United States.

·www.lynn.edu now contains more than

various locations around the country,

upon completion of his flying credits,
will graduate with a Bachelors degree in

After tcaching marketing and

600 pages than the previous site. The

promoting special veterans events. The

advertising theory for the first few

current site is still under construction, so

program can be heard locally from 3:00

Aviation Management. Kagiso plans to

months of the semester, Malfitano works

watch for more improvements this

to 5:00 p.m. every Saturday on WDJA-AM

enroll in the commerCial pilot course

with the Creative Counsel to provide

spring. @

(850 kHz) in West Palm Beach, and on

and eventually return to his native

WFTL-A.J\1 (1400 kHz) in Ft.

country of Botswana to pursue a career

Lauderdale. @)

in aviation.

AVIATION STIJDENTS

Bachelors degree in Aviation

students with real-life scenarios,
challenging the class to put their

LYNN COLLEGE OF

knowledge into action as if they were
working in a real husiness setting. Each

INTERNATIONAL

week one of the Counsel's experts

COMMUNICATIONS

lectures to the class about a specific
subject, such as sales promotion or
public relations. After the lecture,
students receive an aSSignment relating

PRODUCES NATIONAL
RADIO SHOW FOR

Mike L1Zewskl is working on a

NEAR MAJOR

FLIGHT

MU.ESTONES

his instrument trtlinlng. He, too, wiII
enroll in the commercial pilot course.
The Morgan School of Aeronautics
offers both an on-campus aviation

VETERANS

to the topic of the week and the class is

divided into 'account teams ' to prepare

Management and is nearly fInished with

management program and a training
facility at the private Boca Raton Airport,

On Veteran's Day, November 11, the
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profeSSional presentations, which they

Lynn College of International

which includes a Frasca "virtual pilot"

present to their peers and mock clients

Communications helped launch a

flight simulator, classrooms and a

nationally syndicated, weekly talk radio

meteorological center. In Fall 2000, Lynn

a

program called The Veteran's Radio

University received delivery of its second

:rCD

at the next class meeting.
Maltitano says the unique class
structure teaches students creativity,

Network Show. The call-in program is

new Cessna 172 aircraft on which

organization, time management and

designed

students tr.lin for their private and

teamwork, in addition to high-level

veterans and active duty military

critical reasoning. "While this class is

to

serve the nation 's 33 million

instrument ratings, as well as work

personnel, covering topics ranging from

towards a commercial rating. Lynn's

very creative, we also teach tough,

MlA's/POW's and veteran's monuments,

aviation management program is offered

strategic thinking," he explains. Students

to the strength of the US. Military. NBC's

with flight and non-flight options and is

are excited abollt the opportunity to

Tom Brokaw, author of "The Greatest

learn from experienced veterans:

Gener.ltion," was one of The Veteran 's

busy at Lynn University's Burton D.

enrollment for the class has increased

Radio Network Show's first guests.

Morgan School of Aeronautics planning

substantially each year since its
inception . @

The Veter.ln's Radio Network Show is

The fledging pilots of the future are

cross country flights, studying for stage

produced in the studios of Lynn
University's College of International

exams, and preparing to fly an airplane

Communications, and will be carried live

exciting achievement referred to as

by themselves for the first time, an

specificaUy designed to maximize career
potential and flexibility. ~
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Education.

CENTER FOR

graduation ceremony at American

Corporate program specialists from
Lynn University's Center for ProfeSSional

October 5,2000. His Excellency Michael

CONTINUING STUDIES

and Continuing Education are availahle

J. Sullivan, U.S . Ambassador to Ireland, and

to meet with any company about starting

The Most Reverend Anthony J.

a corporate onsite program. For more

O 'Connell , Bishop of Palm Beach,

POPULATION OF ADUI.T

information about company progrdms or

received Honorary Doctorate of Humane

LEARNERS

general admiSSion, please call (561) 257-

Letters for their respective records of

7800 or visit Adult Education on the

outstanding achievement, following the

Lynn home page at www.lynn.edll . @

conferring of degrees to 39 American

More than 400 adult learners in South

College Dublin students.

Florida alone are sharpening their work

LYNN UNIVERSIlY

skills and furthering their education
through Lynn University's Center for

to Ireland by President Clinton and

(CPCE), which in conjunction with the

OPENER RECEIVES RAVE

presented his credentials to President

University's colleges offers bachelor

REVIEWS

Mary McAleese of Ireland in January
1999. Prior to his diplomatic post, he

degree programs that cater to the
working adult.

The Lynn University PhiU1armonia,

At Motorola Latin American Division, a
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MichaelJ. Sullivan, who hails from
Casper, Wyo., was appointed Ambassador

PmLlIARMONIA SEASON

Professional and Continuing Education

c;

College Dublin (ACD) in Ireland on

PROFESSIONAL AND
SERVES LARGE

conducted by maestro Arthur Weisberg,

cohort of 1S students made up of

kicked off the Conservatory's 2000-2001

Motorola and Arby's employees are

season with a special free concert at

pursuing a Bachelor of Science degree in

Mizner Park Amphitheatre on October

International Business onsite at Motorola.
Lynn's Bachelor of Professional Studies

13,2000. The concert, part of the City of

Boca Raton 's "Music in the Park" scries,

(BPS) degrees in business, hospitality

was the first concert in an outdoor

administration , health care administration

setting for the orchestra.

and behavioral science arc also popular

The audience gave rave reviews for

with working adults, because classes are

the performance, which featured popular

held in the evenings and on weekends

favorites , including Brahms Academic

and the program grants students up

to

Festival Overture, Smetana 's Moldau ,

30 college credits-one year's worth of

Mendelssohn 's The Hebrides Overture,

college-for work experience.

Sibelius' Finlandia, Stravinsky's Circus

Utilizing online courses

to

complete

Polka, Borodin's In The Steppes of

degree requirements allows adult

Central Asia , and Villa-Lobos' The Little

learners to fInish their Bachelor's of

Train of the Brazilian Countryman. ®

ProfeSSional Studies degree quicker and
provides flexibility to log

00

and work

on aSSignments any time day or night. In

PRESIDENT

fact , at Lynn students can now earn a BPS

BESTOWS

degree completely online.

HONORARY

CPCE, through the College of Business,
also offers degrees in International

DEGREES

Business,Accounting, Marketing and

UPON

Management with specializations in
Computer Management Systems, Human
Resource Management and Funeral

Ross

PROMINENT

DIGNITARIES

Completion. Through the College of
Science and Health , the College of Arts

President Donald

and Social Sciences, and the Ross College

E. Ross recently

of Education , programs are offered in RN

awarded honorary

to BSN, Health Care Administration/Long

degrees to two

Term Care, Biology, Physical Therapist

influential leaders

Assistant, Psychology and Elementary

during the

Dr. Richard Cohen, Professor and Acting Dean of the R
be held in Las Vegas, Nevada, on April 18 - 20, 2001. D
involve participants in playing simulation games desigm

lIVing R. Levine, Dean of the Lynn College of Internatic
Nightly Business Report, which is considered America's I
Misso., in October, where he sat on a panel with Steve I

Michael Paro&a, Artist Faculty-Percussion, and his COilE
annual prize is awarded by the Council for the Arts at th
MIT campus. Past recipients have included composer Ta

Marti Platedd. Funeral SeNice Program Coordinator, a
Diversified Career Technology program at Santaluces C<

Serglu Schwartz, Artist Faculty-Violin, performed as a
Schwartz retumed as a guest of the LSCO following con

Dick Young, Athletic Director, was inducted into Bowlin

Rhonda Barreril '99 opened a personal training and fit l

Jeremy Berg '99, International Hotel & Tourism Manag

served with distinction for two

Abigail Boldt '97 was recently hired as the new executi
Northwestern Mutual Financial Network.

consecutive tcrmS as Governor of

Janelle Cedeno '00, Business, recently became the Sto

Wroming. Ambassador Sullivan is a
frequent visitor to American College
Duhlin for meetings and discussion
groups with study abroad students and

Nathan Hughes, Performance Certificate-Oboe, has b
He competed with more than ninety other oboists for t~

Gregg Mc8rId. '83 has written for the MTV television ~

EPICENTER, an action movie about an earthquake, airel

College administrators.
Bishop O'Connell was born in County
Clare, Ireland , schooled in Ireland , and
completed his theological education in
St. LOllis, Misso. He was ordained a priest
of the Diocese ofJefferson City, Misso. , in
1963. In 1988, the Holy Father, Pope

John Paul II, appointed Father O 'Connell
as the First Bishop of Knoxville. In 1998,
the Pope named Bishop O'Connell as the
Third Bishop of Palm Beach.
American College Dublin has an
articulation agreemen.t with Lynn

Gall Mutphy '70 was awarded the Kathleen Price Bryan

GIna OttamaneUl '97 was promoted to Head Menswea

Chad Peltz '96, Sports & Recreation Management, is nl
Youth Sports in West Palm Beach.
Jonathan Prebich '99 is Senior Editor for Flower & Gar

Yang Shen '00, Music Performance-Piano, won the AL
Hofmann International Piano Competition in South Carc

Misha Vitenson '00, Music Performance-Violin, recen l
City, earning him the opportunity to perform Shostakov
conductor Hugh Wolf at New York City's Lincoln Center
Ylns Chal '02, Music Performance-Violin, were selectE
international violinist Shlomo Mintz and his well-known ;

University, allowing students to study
abroad and apply credits towards their
degrees. @

Christian Alsop '04, Aviation Management, was awardl
graduate from college and who exemplify excellence in
Rich Duran 'a., International Business, was selected as
academic achievement and potential for success, will re

Shoko Hino '02, Music Performance-Piano, studied dl
Europe for young musicians from around the world.

Liena Koteva '01, Music Performance-Violin, won a Sl
Carnegie Hall in New York in December. There, Koteva
Jaime Laredo and members of the Guarneri and Orion

Ashley Michelle Rice '02, Hospitality, Tourism & Recrei

Scholarship, which enables junior-year college students
round-trip air transportation to the nearest Delta destin ;

HYl.ln Soo Lee '02, Music Performance-Piano, was aw

MTNA Steinway Collegiate Artist Competition at the U,
represented the state of Florida at the competition aftE\
Florida State Music Teachers Conference in 51. Petersb

Please send any Groundbreakers listings for the next is!
Perspectives • Lynn University. 3601 North Military Trc

graduation ceremony at American

Dr, Richard Cohen, Professor and Acting Dean of the Ross College of Education, will be one of the featured presenters at the National Social Science Association Conference to
be held in Las Vegas, Nevada, on April1B - 20, 2001. Dr. Cohen's workshop, "How Simulation Games Can Be Used as an Effective Teaching Technique for All Learners," will
involve participants in playing simulation games designed specifically as a teaching strategy for the social sciences.

College Dublin (AC1) in Ireland on

October 5, 20()O. His Excellency Michael

r. Sullivan, U.S. Ambassador to Ireland, and

I'he Most Reverend Anthony .J.

O'Connell , Bishop of Palm Beach,

received Honorary Doctorate of Humane

Letters tix their respective records of
)utstanding achievement , following the

:onferring of degrees to 39 American

:":ollege Dublin students.
Michael.J. Sullivan, who hails from

Irving R. Levine, Dean of the Lynn College of International Communications and former NBC News Correspondent, is appearing on a monthly basis as a commentat,
Nightly Business Report, which is considered America's premier business news program. Dean Levine also participated in the "Economic Forecast 200'" forum in St.
Misso., in October, where he sat on a panel with Steve Forbes and former Vice Chairman of the Federal Reserve Alice M. Rivlin.

MIchael PenQ, Artist Faculty-Percussion, and his colleagues in The Core Ensemble were the 2000 recipients of the Edgar McDermott Award for Excellence in the A
annual prize is awarded by the Council for the Arts at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MID and includes a $10,000 grant and a series of residency program
MIT campus. Past recipients have included composer Tan Dun, filmmaker Richard Leacock, architect I.M. Pei, and sculptor Henry Moore.
MII'ti PlMecid. Funeral Service Program Coordinator, and Joseph Quinn, Associate Professor of Funeral Services, served as guest lecturers for students enrolled in th"
Diversified Career Technology program at Santaluces Community High School in Lantana, Fla., in November.

La:

Sergiu Schwartz. Artist Faculty-Violin, performed as a soloist with the London Soloists Chamber Orchestra (LSCO) in September at the renowned St. Martin-in-th
Schwartz retumed as a guest of the LSCO following concert tours in Italy and Switzerland and performances at Queen Elizabeth Hall.
Dick YOIIIIg, Athletic Director, was inducted into Bowling Green State University'S Athletic Hall of Fame in September.

:::aspe r, Wyo., was appointed Ambassador
o Ireland by President Clinton and

Rhonda Barrera '99 opened a personal training and fitness studio, Absolute Fitness, in Boynton Beach in August 2000.

)resented his credentials to President

\IIary McAleese of Lreland in January

Jeremy ~rg '99, International Hotel & Tourism Management. accepted a position as Hotel Sales Manager with Bluegreen Corporation in Charleston, South Carolina .

1999. Prior to his diplomatic post, he

ierved with distinction for two

Abigail Boldt '97 was recently hired as the new executive administrator and right-hand to the CEO and COO of the Cinncinnati corporate office of
Northwestern Mutual Financial Network.

:onsecutive terms as Governor of

Janelle C.deno '00, Business, recently became the Store Team Leader at Target Stores in Greenacres, Fla.

X'yoming. Ambassador Sullivan is a

'requent visitor to American College

Nathan Hughes, Performance Certificate-Oboe, has been hired to perform this season with the Dallas Symphony.
He competed with more than ninety other oboists for the seat.

)ublin for meetings and discussion

:roups with study abroad students and

Gr.gg Mc8rid. '83 has written for the MTV television series "Undressed" and was recently featured in the May 2000 issue of Mode magazine. His first feature,
EPICENTER, an action movie about an earthquake, aired on the UPN television network on February 20, 2001 .

=ollege administrators .
Bishop O 'Connell was born in County

]are, Ireland , schooled in Ireland , and

:ompleted his theological education in

it. Louis, Misso. He was ordained a priest

)f the Diocese of Jefferson City, Misso ., in
963 . In 1988, the Holy Father, Pope

ohn Paul II , appointed Father O 'Connell

!s the First Bishop of KnoxviUe . In 1998,

he Pope named Bishop O'Conne ll as the

"hird Bishop of Palm Beach .
American College Dublin has an
rticulation agreement with Lynn

Gail Murphy '70 was awarded the Kathleen Price Bryan Award presented by the Junior League of Greensboro, North Carolina, for superior volunteer service to the"
Gina OttaInanelli '97 was promoted to Head Menswear Designer at lzod Club.

Chad PIItz '96, Sports & Recreation Management, is now the Community Relations Assistant at the National Alliance for
Youth Sports in West Palm Beach .
Jonathan Prebich '99 is Senior Editor for Flower &Garden magazine.
Yang Shen '00, Music Performance-Piano, won the Audience's Favorite Prize, as well as Second Prize, at the Josef
Hofmann International Piano Competition in South Carolina in June 2000.
Mlsha Yltenson '00, Music Performance--Violin, recently won the Juilliard School's Concerto Competition in New York
City, earning him the opportunity to perform Shostakovich's Violin Concerto No. 1 with the Juilliard Orchestra and
conductor Hugh Wolf at New York City's Lincoln Center (Avery Fisher Hall) on April 3, 2001 . In other news, Vitenson and
Yil1g ChaI '02, Music Performance-Violin, were selected to perform in a special concert in New York City organized by
international violinist Shlomo Mintz and his well-known international Israeli music festival, Keshet Eilon.
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ChristIan Alsop '04, Aviation Management, was awarded a $5,000 Coca-Cola First Generation Scholarship, which recognizes students who will become the first in their family to ~
graduate from college and who exemplify excellence in the classroom and community.
%
<D

Ul

Rich Duran '04, International Business, was selected as the 2000-2001 "Excalibur Scholar" by Lynn University's Excalibur Society. Duran, who was selected for his recolll.o
academic achievement and potential for success, will receive $5,000 per year from the Excalibur Society for each of his four years of study.
Sholto HInD '02, Music Performance-Piano, studied during the summer at the Fontainebleau Festival in France, one of the most historic and culturally significant festlPJ"'Nll":=
Europe for young musicians from around the world.
LilQa Koteva '01, Music Performance-Violin, won a seat at the prestigious New York String Orchestra seminar at
Carnegie Hall in New York in December. There, Koteva worked with world class musicians, including Isaac Stern,
Jaime Laredo and members of the Guarneri and Orion String Quartets.

Ashley Michell. Rice '02, Hospitality, Tourism & Recreation Management, was awarded a Delta International
Scholarship, which enables junior-year college students to study abroad through a $2,500 scholarship with free
round-trip air transportation to the nearest Delta destination of the student's overseas host institution.
Hyun Soo Lee '02, Music Performance-Piano, was awarded 2nd prize at the Southern Division competition of the
MTNA Steinway Collegiate Artist Competition at the Univeristy of Alabama in Tuscaloosa in January. Lee
represented the state of Florida at the competition after winning the Steinway Collegiate Artist Competition at the
Florida State Music Teachers Conference in St. Petersburg in October.

Please send any Groundbreakers listings for the next issue to PERSPECTlVES@LYNN.EDU or send pictures to:
Perspectives • Lynn University • 3601 North Military Trail. Boca Raton, FL 33431
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identity and meaning

me to explore how university teaching

This thinking is reflected in Lynn

with my students

can be extended into the community, I

University's vision statement, which

through initiatives such

realize there is no better time to

begins: "lb be a global University j(n·

as these, and I welcome

embrace our role as educators and

the twentYlirst

th.e chance to share some

learners. Now is the time to encourage

graduates apply ethical values in a

of the results of those

our students-and all of us-to define

diverse, complex and interconnected

explorations.

not only who we are as an institution

socie~y."

and as individuals, but also how we can

most important educational goals is to

The time in which we

to the organic g arden, jus t one of Lynn University's
01

C

§

com munity service initiatives.

IN THE CO
centul~V

Just as one of the University's

find ourselves is an

use that enhanced sense of identity to

help students

important one

improve our world. Is this idealistic?

employ self

historically. We are now

Perhaps. But it is also realistic.

awareness to

at the beginning of the year 200i, which

become ethical

some historians are calling the "real" new

world citizens, so

discussion forums, organic gardening,

millennium. As I return this semester

do we, as an

and an upcoming trip to the Dominican

from a sabbat.ical Lynn University granted

institution, value

What do service-learning, community

whose

valuable, becc
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self-awareness.

Republic have in common? These are

And this is

some of the exciting educational
innovations available to Lynn University

anothe r reason

students-all of which enhance our

that right now is

identity as an institution and expand our

the pe rfect time to

boundaries beyond the campus. Over the

examine who we

15 years that I have taught at Lynn

are-both as

(stai·ting in 1985 when we were then the
College of Boca Raton), I have had the

courses at Lynn. This fall, Dr. Richard Cohen's
Introduction to Human Services class helped
paint the exterior of a local house built by

Habitat for Humanity.

MALIQUE DOMOND '00
lillenl"g slmienl Malltple Domo"d gradllaledfrom Lynn
University I" December 2(}()(J. MalIqllf!, who I... from Haiti,
tooll HUM 399 tbls fall. Here 1$ his lJCCouJII of hi CO"""UtfUy
untIeft ftX~:

members ofa
university

opportunity to explore concepts of

Teaching by Heart:

individuals and as

remarkable how the school has evolved.
I chose to volunteer for West Gate because I have a niece who
goes there. When she transferred there in the second grade, she
could not even read the word "me," nor was she able to add. She
was placed in a "reading recovery" program, and by the end of the
second year she was reading books at the third-grade level. She
had also learned how to add and subtract.

I tutored .. We G.w in the-a'-r. school C4(8 program WQrk.if.19

underscores

4

true objective
students and

greater awarE

we are so tha'
together as a

both locally al

that, and the shared experience really bonded
realized each child was unique and, therefore,
at his or her own pace. I noticed they had diffE
problems, whether at home or in school, and t
problems affected their learning. I began to ur
have problems just like adults.
I learned so much from West Gate staff abot
all students, Whether they are doing well or ha
.all

same. I lIiamefj
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I the Neichborhooa
UNlVERSIT'fIN THE CO

By. Dr.~P;~.rd~lotdyce

me to explore how university teaching

This thinking is reflected in Lynn

community that extends outward and

who we are so that we can work

can be extended into the conul1l1llity, I

University's vision statement, which

encompasses the whole world. For more

together as a community, both locally

realize there is no better time to

begins: "To be a global University fbI"

than two years, Lynn University has been

and globally.

embrace our role as educators and

tbe twenty-first centu1J! whose

involved in a comprehensive evaluation

"Helping youth to develop the tools

learners. Now is the time to encourage

graduates app()! ethical values in a

known as an Institutional Self-Study, a

tbey need to become co-creators of a

our students-and aU of us-to define

diverse, complex and interconnected

process through which institutions of

world they can believe in " was the

not only who we are as an institution

SOCiety" Just as one of the University's

higher learning assess their strengths and

motto for a youth leadership forum I

and as individuals, but also how we can

most important educational goals is to

weaknesses in order to improve

facilitated in the Delray Beach

use that enhanced sense of identity to

help students

themselves and

community last year. This is reaUy what

improve our world. Is thls idealistic?

employ self-

maintain their

m05t of us in higher education have

accreditation.

been doing all along. Our society 's

Often arduous ,

current challenges-its violence, political

Perhaps. But it is also realistic.

awareness to
become ethical
world citizens, so
do we, as an

... self-scrutiny is tremendously
valuable, because it
underscores education's

institution, value
self-awareness.
And this is
another reason

courses at Lynn . This fall, Dr. Richard Cohen's
Introduction to Human Services class helped
pain t the exterior of a local house built by
Habitat for Humanity.

chool has evolved.

'r for West Gate because I have a niece who
e transferred there in the second grade, she

he word "me," nor was she able to add. She
ing recovery" program, and by the end of the
·eading books at the third-grade level. She
to add and subtract.

true objective: to lead our
students and each other to a

that right now is
the perfect time to

greater awareness of who

examine who we
are-both as

we are so that we can work

individuals and as
members ofa
university

together as a community,
both locally and globally.

'..

such self-

dissensions and environmental,

scrutiny is

economic and ethical concerns, for

tremendously

instance-are actually opportunities for

valuable,

universities to ,tmpllfy their role in

because it

achieving a version of this goaL After all,

underscores

as Margaret Mead put it, we should

education 's

"never doubt that a small group of

true objective:

thoughtful, committed citizens can

to lead our

change the world. Indeed, it is the only

students and

thing that ever has." Teaching students to

each other to a

become the kind of individuals who do

greater

just that is the heart of Lynn University's

awareness of

institutional identity.
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that, and the shared experience really bonded me with them . I soon
realized each child was unique and, therefore, learned differently
at his or her own pace. I noticed they had different challenges and
problems, whether at home or in school, and that sometimes these
problems affected their learning. I began to understand that kids
have problems just like adults.
I learned so much from West Gate staff about caring and loving
all students. Whether they are doing well or having problems, they
J._-ed
' ·
'IJd'
SBI'mt. ,,,~<!
.. ~:f
_i

If I were to write down all the things I learned at West Gate, it
would take forever. What stays with me, however, is the compassion
that these teachers have. They all come together to help a child in
need. While I was volunteering there, a student's home was
destroyed in a fire, and the family lost everything. When the school
became aware of the tragedy, the faculty and administration were
quick to get involved, organizing donations of clothes, shoes and
other items for the family. The principal brought in blankets and
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Inevitably, some students come into the class

community projects since childhood and

wondering why they are there and why volunteer

believe strongly in giving back to the
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work is required. But without fail, most of those same

and what it is-as well as about
themselves, and improving their

students express in their final papers that they

scholarship had focllsed on the

ability to communicate and

recommend the course to all students, saying it was

relationship between literature, theory

express themselves are among

and social action ; I had presented several

one of the most valuable experiences they

the priorities for students in the

papers ,lt national conferences and was

class. For some the course is a

have had in college.

beginning to pubLish on the subject.

reqUirement, while for others it is

For HUM 399, students undertake a

an elective. IneVitably, some

became one of my favorites , in the early

pre-approved community service project

students come into the class

] 990s. My then-colleague, Dr. Sister Rose

and keep written records of what

wondering why they are there

gardening, and an upcoming trip to the

Bowen, had developed the class as a

they 've learned through journals and a

and why volunteer work is

Dominican Republic have in common?

directed independent study experience

tlnal paper. Weekly class discussions and

required. But without fail, most

These are some of the initiatives and

for the one or two students per semester

online forums offer students the

of those same students express in

projects Lynn has developed to G'(tend

who had proactively sought out an

opportunity

their tinal papers that they

the university into the community and

opportunity to perform volunteer work

experiences within a community of

recommend the course

bring community into the classroom.

for academic credit. Little did she know

learners with diverse cultural

students, saying it was one of the

that her innovation would place us

backgrounds and interests. ASSigned

most valuable experiences tbey

community discussion forums , organic
m
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Learning about the community-who

doctoral work in 1988, my own

So what do service-learning,
"'
-<:

community. In fact, since completing my

work are requireu.

Community Awareness:
A CLASS IN SERVICE-LEARNING

Although my sabbatical oftlcially began
September 2,2000, and ended in
December, its preparation began long
beforehand. Likewise, its \-vork continues
well into the foreseeable futll1'e. Since
1991, Lynn University has led the field in
service-learning, in part with its upper
division humanities course entitled HUM
399, Community Awareness. I started
teaching this course, which quickly

to

share and reflect on their

to

all

among the few institutions of higher

readings such as Ram Dass and Paul

have had in college. Participating in

learning in the state with the vision

Gorman's book How Can I Help? Stories

Community Awareness teaches them not

embrace the service-learning movement

and Reflections on Service (Knopf,

only about their world and their

that would become so popular within

1996) and Paul Rogat Loeb 's Suul

to

the next decade. When Dr. Bowen left

r:iti:~en:

(~f a

Liuing with Cunviction in a

Lynn University to teach at her convent

Cynical Time (St. Martin 's, 1999) provide

in New Orleans, she asked me to ensure

a rich context of ideas for exploring our

the opportunity would continue for

personal values, ideas, successes and

relationship to it, but a\so about
compassion, life , responsibility and
empathy.
Recent Lynn University graduate Jeff
Rhein , for instance, gave me permiSSion

students to do volunteer work for credit,

concerns with each other in the class.

to quote his final paper: "When I started

since it was such a valuable experience

The course can be taken for as little as

my community service, I was thinking

for those who participated. ] was happy

one credit

that it was such a waste of time for

to oblige, for I had been involved in

each credit earned , 25 hours of volunteer

to

as many as six credits; for

An Exchange of Gifts:
PROFESSOR AMY EVALL
Amy Evall understands the value of a good gift and friendly
conversation. The program she founded at Lynn University
combines the two, bringing students of the Intensive English
Studies (lES) program into a nursing home to pass out donations,
visit with residents and, of course, practice the" English.

someone who is a BUSiness major. I

Evall's experiences moved her to found Reg~
honor of her grandmother, in Miami. She wor~
businesses and restaurants to organize a mont
fortunate elderly. She arranged for them to bE
white stretch limousine and treated to dinner c
Evall collected clothing, jewelry and more to g
home residents to help make the e venings fee
After f'MJllitlg to Boca for a j ob as intematiol

y

n

n

community projects since childhood and
believe strongly in giving back to the

s

g

h

s

t

thought that it had nothing to do with

work are required.
Learning about the community-who

the business world, and I did not want

it, Jeff found that "the school did know
to

take the class." But the more he got into

what it was doing in requiring the
course . . . it was more important ;lI1d

community. In fact, since completing my

and what it is-as welJ as about

doctoral work in ] 988, my own

themselves, and improving their

worthwhile than I had originally

scholarship had focused on the

ability to communicate and

thought."

relationship between litef"Jture, theory

express themselves are among

jeff's sense of the course 's value and

and social action; I had presented several

the priorities for students in the

the impact of volunteering coincide with

papers at national conferences and was

class. For some the course is a

many other students' views. Sevef"al

beginning to publish on the subject.

requirement, while for others it is

sidebars to this article contain his and

For HUM 399, students undertake a

an elective. Inevitably, some

other tlrst-hand accounts of the course

pre-approved community service project

students come into the class

by students who know better than

and keep written records of what

wondering why they are there

anyone how service-learning enhances

they've learned through journals and a

and why volunteer work is

the educational experience.

tlnal paper. Weekly class discussions and

required . Hut without fail , most

In addition , a particularly compelling

online forums offer students the

of those same students express in

version of Community Awareness will be

opportunity to share and reflect on their

their final papers that they

offered during the summer term 2001: a

experiences within a community of

recommend the course

learners with diverse cultuf"JI

students, saying it was one of the

backgrounds and interests. Assigned

most valuable experiences they

readings such as Ram Dass and P'JlJ!

have had in college . Participating in

Haitian bateye.This

G·orman 's hook How Can I Help? Stm-ies

Community Awareness teaches them not

special offering of

and Reflections on Set'uice (K11opf,

only about their world and their

HUM 399 will

to

all

A child in the Haitian bateye , the site o f
Lynn's se rvice-learning trip in May 2001 .

service-learning trip

to

the Dominican

_ - - - - - - - - - - - - _ Republic to help
build a school at a

1996) and Paul Rogat Loeb's Soul of a

relationship to it, but also about

provide students

Citizen: Living with Conviction in a

compassion, life, responsibility and

with greater

"U

(ynical Time (St. Martin's, 1999) provide

empathy.

awareness of the

'U

a rich context of ideas for exploring our

Recent Lynn University graduate Jetf

~

'~<:"

international

m
'"
"Q

personal values , ideas, successes and

Rhdn , for instance, gave me permission

community focusing

concerns with each other in the class.

to quote ltis floal paper: "When I started

on our Caribbean

to

The course can be taken for as little as

my community service,] was thinking

neighbors in the

§

one credit to as many as six credits; tor

that it was such a waste of time for

Dominican

'<

each credit earned, 25 hours of volunteer

someone who is a Business major. ]

Republic , as well as

",'

OJ '

:0

~

~
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o/Gifts:
PRdi=ESSOR AMY EVALL

the value of a good gift and friendly
she founded at Lynn University
students of the Intensive English
into a nursing home to pass out donations,
of course, practice their English.

Evall's experiences moved her to found Reggie's House, named in
honor of her grandmother, in Miami. She worked with area
businesses and restaurants to organize a monthly night out for less
fortunate elderly. She arranged for them to be driven around in a
white stretch limousine and treated to dinner at local restaurants.
Evall collected clothing, jewelry and more to give to the nursing
home residents to help make the evenings feel special.
After moving to Boca .lor a job as intflmational student

y

OJ

.~

g

h

t

customs help shape someone into the

school building standing in ruins in a

the Florida Humanities Council

created a sense of unity among the

individual he or she is today. Bringing

Haitian bateye about one hour outside of

(www.f1ahum.org), which help facilitate

differing populations. But, tremendous

the academic world and community

Santo Domingo. According to Steve Darr

discussions that both celebrate diversity

strides are being made , and Lynn

together gave Lynn students contact with

of Peaceworks, the organizers of the trip

and reveal how shared experiences can

University students are helping.

for Lynn UniverSity, the combination of

connect different cultures to one

Haitian and Dominican cultures and the

another.
What does unite us as a community?

people they would probably not

Severdl students from the Community

otherwise have encountered, and vice

Awareness class and the Lynn University

versa. We heard both an Ugandan-born

Honors Program participated in the

man who works as a high-level public

"poignant and fascinating cross-cllltliral

And what divkks us? How can our

Community Open Forum last year.

school administrJ.tor and a Haitian-born

learning experience."

differences bring us together and be

Between 10 and 30 people attended

woman who is a newspaper reporter

celebrated rdther than serve to divide us

each monthJy forum , which was held in

describe how they never thought of
themselves as black until they arrived in

CONNECTED?

c

i

of so many peoples has not always

WHO ARE WE AND HOW ARE WE

0'

s

series of questions posted on the web by

The Community
Open Forum:

c

n

a unique opportunity to renovate a small

social tensions between the two offer a

c;

n

I've discovered in both my academic
work (teaching and scholarship) and
community projects that there is no
better method of discove.ring others'
perceptions and realities than to listen to
their stories. In the fall of 1999, I co
founded the Community Open Forum at
the Milagro Center in Delray Beach. The
purpose of this public discussion series

from each other? These are especially

the evening at various locations

important questions in South Florida,

throughout Boca Raton and Delray

the U.S. and discovered that others saw

because the region is one of the most

Beach. Together we discussed how

them that way. Their openness led

diverse in the state and in the country.

economic and class categories often fall

several international students from Lynn

Hispanic,African-American,Asian and

along rdcial lines, and how this affects

to reflect on their own cultural identities

Caucasian people live in close proximity

ollr notions of fairness, equity and

and to share their feelings and

throughout Palm Beach, Broward and

identity. Mostly, we shared our thoughts

experiences at the Forum with both

Dade counties. Moreover, I recently

and listened to each other's stories

their peers and adults from the

learned that DelrdY Beach, my own

what was important to us .. . what it was

community, in a very human way.

hometown, has the highest population of

like growing up in a particular region or

Haitian ami Haitian-American residents of

as a member of a particular race or

..................................

any city in the U.S. The conglomeration

ethnic group ... what traditions and

~.~~~~

was to provide diverse peoples from
surrounding neighborhoods with a
chance to gather

to

think about, reflect

on , and talk to each other about some of
the most important issues of our time

Freshman Honors English class attended
a Forum to discuss the topic "How We

I've discovered in both my academic work (teaching and

Identify Ourselves." African-American ,

scholarship) and community projects that there is no

Botswanian, Caribbean-American, and

better method of discovering others' perceptions and

race, ethnicity, gender ami multicultural
awareness .The Forum took as its focus a

One particularly memorable encounter
occurred when a young woman from my

realities than to listen to their stories.

(cont.ji·om pg 14)
The students working with Evall have come from around the globe
to study English and American culture. Sun Kyoung Park used to
volunteer back home in South Korea. "I like helping people," says
Park., who studies at Lynn University's Conservatory of Music.
Evall is collecting "anything to make [people] feel good" through
the IES program in the de Hoem/e International Center. To make a
doryation or volunteer, please call (561) 237 7076.-adapted from an

Approaches, Inc. (CETHA), to pursue another level of community
conversation. The Toussaint L'Ouverture Reminiscence Project will
again bring residents of Osceola Park and neighboring Delray Beach,
Fla., communities together to share their life experiences and form
relationships across age, race, and socio-economic lines. Lynn
University students will have the opportunity to work with
professional facilitators to plan, implement, facilitate, observe, write
over~ next,YNJ>

Nigerian, Ugandan, Trinidadian ,
White American were among the self
identifications. The group was made up
of about 10 Lynn University students,
severdl Lynn professors and other adults

plays in bringing people together, a goal of the Pre

hands-on tools for considering the legacies of sud
basis for understanding how the heroes of one cuI;

and inspire the youth of today. and how those yOUi
inspire and teach their elders.
The story of Toussaint L'Ouverture is an ideal sp,
community interaction, because it provides the foe.

y

n

n

s

of so many peoples has not always

g

h

t

customs help shape someone into the

from Boca Raton and Delray Beach

September 1999 through April 2000.

created a sense of unity among the

individual he or she is today. Bringing

communities. The young woman was so

Study circles and "communjty chats"

differing populations. But, tremendous

the academic world ami community

moved by the stories she heard that she

continue to be offered throughout the

strides are heing made, and Lynn

together gave Lynn students contact with

shared her own: she almost didn 't come

area .

UnivtTsity students are helping.

people they would probably not

that evening because, when she saw that

Several students from the Community

otherwise have encountered, and vice

the topic was ethnicity and identity, she

Awareness class and the Lynn University

versa. We heard both an Ugandan-born

thought it did not apply to her as a

Honors Program participated in the

man who works as a high-level public

Caucasian girl from Wisconsin. She didn 't

Community Open Forum last year.

school administrator and a Haitian-born

think she would be considered ethnic.

Between 10 and 30 people attended

woman who is a newspaper reporter

However, she realized during the Forum

each monthly forum, which was held in

describe how they never thought of

discussion how much being a white,

the evcning at various locations

themselves as black until they arrived in

middle-class person mattered a great deal

throughout Boca Raton and Delray

the

Beach. Together we discussed how

them that way. Their openness led

of identity is terribly important. She

economic and class categories often fall

several international students from Lynn

shared that she felt she had lived a

along racial lines, and how this affects

to reflect on their own cultural identities

"sheltered life" and that the forum gave

our notions of fairness, equity and

and to share their feelings and

her the first opportunity she had

identity. Mostly, we shared our thoughts

experiences at the Forum with both

experienced in her young life to truly

and listened to each other's stories

their peers and adults from the

empathize and

what was important to us ... what it was

community, in a very human way.

understand people of

like growing up in a particular region or

,IS

a member of a particular race or

ethnic group ... what traditions and

academic work (teaching and
projects that there is no

'g others' perceptions and

u.s. and discovered that others saw

One particularly memorable encounter

as her ethnicity, and that her own sense

Organic Gardening:
GR01VING OURSELVES THROUGH
COMMUNITY
Another way we have created "living
classrooms" beyond the walls of the
University is through community
organic gardening. The Lynn
Intrinsically Natural Cultivation Project
(L1NC) was born in 1999 as part of the
University Honors Program. Dr. Fred
Cichocki and I decided that a garden
on campus would be an ideal way to
provide a "hands-on " approach to
(conI. pg 32)

different backgrounds.

occurred when a young woman from my

What more important

Freshman Honors English class attended

educational experience

a Forum to discuss the topic "How We

could we have offered

Identify Ourselves." African-American,

her? I was grateful to

Nigerian, Ugandan, Trinidadian,

this young lady for

Botswanian, Caribbean-American, and

II>

-g.

White American were among the self

OJ
to
,~

g

identifications. The group was made up
of about 10 Lynn University students,
several Lynn professors and other adults

The Community

-<
OJ
OJ

Forum ran from

II>

<15 '

~

rHA), to pursue another level of community
ussaint L'Ouverture Reminiscence Project will
of Osceola Park and neighboring Delray Beach,
ether to share their Ijfe experiences and form
~e, race, and socio-economic lines. Lynn
/I have the opportunity to work with
'S to plan, implement, facilitate, observe, write
l(oft.H:t:
t:l'If! tJe15t year.

9ver

plays in bringing people together, a goal of the Project is to develop
hands-on tools for conSidering the legacies of such cultural idols as a
basis for understanding how the heroes of one culture can inform
and inspire the youth of today. and how those youth can, in turn,
inspire and teach their elders.
The story of Toussaint L'Ouverture is an ideal springboard for
community interaction, b ecause it prqvides the fOJJn.dation to move

charter school is also named, is often associated with the Haitian
population exclusively. But, according to Dr. Richard-Allerdyce, the
significance of his achievement and legacy is much more far-reaching
than that association implies. "Just as a school named for Thomas
Jefferson or George Washington represents leadership and equality
without indicating any racial preference, CETHA embraces the name
Toussaint L'Ouverture to c/efmonstrate the very co~pt of social
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Lynn llniv rsity's revised master plan as ofJanuary 23, 2001.

On January 23, after nearly a year of meetings with neighboring communities and city zoning and
planning officials, Lynn University received approval for its revised master plan . Approved by Boca Raton
City Council in an unanimous vote, the University's new plan reconfigures campus layout to respond to the
growing needs of faculty and students.
A key component of the new master plan is the relocation of the proposed Lynn Residence Hall from the
outskirts of campus to the center of campus . The five-story, 144-room dormitory was moved to avoid
traffic noise from Military Trail and changed to face east-west for energy conservation . Construction of the
facility, the funds for which were provided last year by Christine E. Lynn on behalf of the E.M. Lynn
Foundation, is already underway.
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NCAA regu'l ations. At the request of local homeowners, a proposed apartment complex has been
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altered to accommodate classrooms and practice space requirements, Finally, the plan calls for three new
parking lots to meet the needs of faculty and students.
A master plan is what University architect Pat Lynch calls "a living document," designed to account for
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An artist's rendition of lbe new LYWl Residence HalL

March 19 Spring Fling Weekend
kicks ofT with comedy group The Hove Nots. 7.00 p.m. in the Auditorium.
Spring Break 2-11 a weekend o( (rm-filled events sponsored by KAT. RHA and the Of{ice o[ Residence Li[e.
Residence halls close on Friday. March 2 at 500 p.m.
20 Volleyball Tournament
ond re-open on Sunday. March I I or 9:00
3:00 p.m. un FreIburger Lown
International Week 12-16 Faculty's Choice from America
(l.rn.

Various events ort' scheduled throughout the week.
Student Center AudJfonum

16

International Day

Lynn UlliverSlty international students present their countnes' cultuTe, Including Iyp,coi (oods.
mUSK, dance. clothing ond more; I 1:30 a.m, Student Center Auditorium

21

Dively Frontiers in Globalization luncheon

With former White House Press Secretory Mike McCurry
12 Noon. Green Center $40 per luncheon leaure or $140 for luncheon le Cl ure, senes
In[o: please coli (56 1) 237-1798

President's Council Recognition Dinner
Phil harmonia - Concerto Winners
~I

(J)

c

.~

'"OJ>

Arthur Weisberg, conduaor
Feawnng the Conservatory's award-winning students. selected from the Jonuary 28 Concerto
Comp 'tlliOn Finals. 7.30 p.m.. Sponish River Thco(er. Tickets cost $22
In[o MUSIC Ticket Omce (561) 999·4'1 77

Up 'til Dawn Extravaganza

OJ

Q.

6:00p.m. in the Student Center

~
OJ

Q.

I 0:00 a.m. on de Hoemle Lown

Ph ilharmonia - American Favorites
Sponsored by Daniel and Shirlee Cohen Freed
Arthur Weisberg. conductor. Cershwill. Coplond. Barber. ..and the world premiere o[ a new
orches tral work (rom our 200 I Seorch (or Music (rom Americol
p.m.. Carol Springs Clt.y Center. Tickets cost $22
In fo: MusicTlcket Omce (561) 999-4377.

23 24 Piano Master (lass

Sponsored by Dr. Elizabeth Eo Force

.~

21 RA Challenge

22 no

6.30 ".m. The Henke Wing

§

Conservatory ortist -(acuity select their favorite American works from the TwentJeth Century
7:30 p.m. Recrwl Room. T,ckets cost $20
Infi:>. Music Ticket Office (561) 999·4] 17.

Our American Roots

25

Featuring Savona
Sovon(J presents musIC In the populor American style. performing songs In t e Cajun. (o lk and
bluegmss trod,t,ons. 4.0 0 p.m.. Amomick-Goldslein Concerc HoII, 1lCkets cost $20
In(o. Music Ticket Office (561) 999·4377.

With !vllami's Ivon Dovis. ortist in residence at. the Universit.y of Mlomi ond one or tl1 e (ew
pion/sts to study with Vladimi r HoroWitz
7:30 p.rn., Recitol Room. Ti ckets cost $10
In(o: Music Ticket Office (561) 999-4377.

Student Spotlight
Feotunng select Conservatory students
73 0 pm .. Recital Room. Tickets cos t $15
In(o.lv1uslc Ticket Office (561 ) 999·1377.

Excalibur Society
General Membership Luncheon. (eoturrng hondwrrtJr/g expert Joseph Lipet
11 '30 a.t\1" Henke Wing
info. (56 1) 237·7982.

27 26 Recognition Breakfast
8:00 a.m.. Green Center
"lilly at lynn" 28 2 7 Spring semester dasses end

Board of Trustees Meeting

I 100 a.m.. The Chnsline Room

ExeallbuT Sooety Luncheon featunng a trunk and [ashlon show of Lilly PuliILcr deSigns [rom
Th SnaPPY TUrtle be/ray Beach; II :30 om .The Henke Wing
Info. (561) 237· 7982.

or

Student Spotlight
FeatUring select Conservatory srtldents
7:30 p.m.. Re 11c1 Room. Tick IS cost $15
In(o: Music Ticket Office (561 999 ~ 4377.

Honors Convocation

30

Th Chrrstine Room closes (or the summer

29 200 I lynn University Young Musician Competition
Piano ond Percussion: Pre-col/ege students (rOIll oround the stote compete
the Lynn UniverSity Ph ilhormonio; 2:00 p.m.. ReCilol Room
Free - Reservations ovorlabfe beginning Apnl 10.
In(o: Music Ticket Office (561) 999-1377.

ay

-------------------------411
AWI/ernIC AchleYement Awords. 7:00 p.m.. Student Center Auditorrum

Senior Week Celebration at Howl at the Moon

9:00 pm CI t fleoch Ploce in Ft. Lauderdole

April
Graduation Barbecue
3 3
For gmduOles ond their formlies. 4.30 p.m.. 10cotJon TB D
PhIlip Evans. plOno solo. With Roberw Rusl piano
4 Board of Trustees Meeting
The evolution o{ the /,>Iono concerto. Recital Room. Ticke ts cost $1 5
Great Piano Concertos- Recitals with Recitative

In[o. Music Ticket Office (561) 999·4377.

Spring Holiday

13 5 Commencement

Ulliversity closed.

Schubert's Chamber Music

17

Featuring Jodie De Salvo & friends [rom the Flondo Phlfho rmoni<;
Program to include Schubert Arpeggione Sonata and Schubert ''Trout '' Quin(et
/ 30 p.m.. Recrwf Room. Tickets cost $20
Info lv1usic Ticket Of{ice (56 1) 999-4377.

Chamber Music Premieres

11:00 a.m.
10:00 a.m., cje Hoemle Sports and Cultural Center
Residence halls clo~e for groduol/ng seniors at 500 p.m.

7 Summer session registration and dasses begin
8:00 am.

18 8 Summer session ends

Chamber music scores selected (rom our 200 I Seorch [or Music (rom Ameriea
7:]0 p.m . ReCItal Room. Free - Resefl'ul/ons available beglnnillg Apnl I
Info. Music Ticket Omce (561) 999· 4377.

ReSidence hol/s close {or oil students at 4:00 p.rn.

10

pelform With

) The Have NOls. 7:00 p.m. in the Aud,(Qrlum:
ltS sponsored by KAT. RHA and the Office o{ Residence Li{e.

It
vn

'lCa
;elect their {avori/e Americon works (fom the Twentieth Century
kels COSI $20
,I) 999-4]77.
.own

Favorites
.d Shirlee Cohen Freed
Gershwin. Copland, Barber... and the world premIere of a new

JO I Search {or Music (I'Om Amerjeo l
V CerHe~ TIckets cost $22
d) 999-1]77.

'!lSt In

resKlence

01

the Umverslty of MIamI and one or the few

nir Horowitz
~ets

cost $ 10

d) 999-4]77.

ry studenlS

I(ets cost $1:'
.1) 9994]77

'eon, featunng handwriting expen joseph Lipet

lei

end

"or the summer

y Young Musician Competition
liege students (rom around Ihe stote compete to pel form with
1onio: 2:00 p.m., Recital Room
Ie beginnIng Apl7/ 10.
I) 999-1]77.

, at Howl at the Moon
Ft Lauderdale

dlies, 4.30 p.m., location TBD

mg

'tS and Cultural Center
dUO(lng seniors at 5:00 p.m.

Ition and classes begin

studenls 01 4:00 p.m.

IN MEMORIAM
Bradley
Middlebrook, II
On January 26,

Lynn University
mourned tbe loss of
a cberlsbedfriend
and Trustee. Bradley
Middlebrook, 11, was
a stabilizing force
bebindLynn
University for many
years, first as a member Bradley Mlddlebrook.lI.
oftbe Board of
Overseers and tben as a Trustee. He was
Instrumental in tbe development oftbe
Hanni/an Centerfor Career Development,
bringing successful community leaders onto
campus to meet with and recruit students, and
took an active role in tbe creation oftbe Dively
Frontiers In Globalization series and the
University's golf tournament He was known
and respected by feUow board members and
University administrators for always asking tbe
thoughtful, fundamental questions.
Mr. Middlebrook was born In Yonkers, New
York, in 1932. He attended Sbady Side
Academy in Pittsburgb; graduated from St.
Paul's School in Concord, New Hampshire, and
Yale University in 1953
Following active duty as a LieutenantJ G. in
tbe US.Coast Guard, he was an investment
banker atAetna Life Insurance Company in
Hartford for ten years. He served as Pension
Department Manager at Connecticut Bank and
Trust Company in Hartford before moving to
Boca Raton in 1969. In Florida, be joined
Delray Beacb National Bank as Manager oftbe
Trust Department. Upon the bank's merger
witb Barnett Bank, he became Senior Vice
President and Southeast Regional Manager of
Barnett Trust Company until bis retirement in
1989.
Mr. Middlebrook served 18 years as Treasurer
and a Trustee ofGulf Stream Schoo~ was a
former Trustee ofSaintAndrew's School and the
Morlkami Museum, and was an early Director
of tbe Soutb County Mental Healtb Center. At
tbe ti,ne of his deatb, be was a Trustee of the
Boca Raton Community Hospital and the
Centerfor tbe Arts at Mizner Park, as weU as of
Lynn University. Of his compassion and
dedication, President Ross remarked, -Brad was
a wonderful individual wbo took a sincere
interest in every charity or organization in
whlcb be became Involved.~
Mr. Middlebrook is survived by his wife of30
years,jantce, and six cbildren. To his wife and
family, the Lynn University community extends
our beartfelt sympatby. Brad's gentle spirit and
loyal beart will be sorely missed.
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LiNe's goals to serve

crops, the butterfly garden was highly

as a learning lab and

sllccessful. In the fall of 2000, to

be a community

corrobor,lte my sabbatical work in the

service site.

community, we moved the project to the

In 1999, Lynn

of the gardening process on campus as well as the layout.

n

Carver Park Community Garden in the

University received a

southwest quadrant of DelrJ), Beach.

donation from Mr. and

Largely an African-American community,

Mrs. David Colker to

Carver Park has been a model of

support the garden ,

neighhorhood revitalization in the

and we began to till,

several years, and the garden is a primary

compost and plant

example.Again, hoth Honors students

seeds. In January 2000 ,

and Communit)' Awareness enrollees

Lynn University 's

participated , this time side by side with

chapter of J-Ijllel in

reSidents from the community, both

Broward/Palm Beach

young and old , including my daughter

counties joined our groundbreaking

and other students from the Middle

Environmental Studies courses and my

celebration by conducting a tree

Schools of the Arts, a public magnet
school. During both semesters, student

Honors English classes, which have an

planting ceremony in the garden in
observance of Tu Bi-Shevat.

addition, the garden became a site for

Community was truly being

volunteers in the Community
Awareness class and a place for anyone

created and celebrated that
day.

in the Lynn University family to spend

Throughout the Spring
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Giving students the
opportunity to visit
neighborhoods so different
from those in which many

pa~t

supplement Dr. Cichocki 's

emphasis on nature writing. In

s

of them grew up truly
enhances the experience of
volunteering. They stretch
their horizons by facing
something unfamiliar.
journals and class discussions revealed
how much the garden "classroom " meant
to those involved.

Studies have shown that the best

time learning about the science and

2000 semester, Honors and

poetry of gardening. The sense of how

Community Awareness

educational techniques are indeed those

interconnected we all are as individuals

students experimented with

that are "hands-oo" and that involve real

and as community members-those

and cultivated the small plot

life experience. (Jiving students the

same concepts we were exploring in

behind the tennis courts.

opportunity to visit neighborhoods so

the Community

Although our vegetable

different from those in which many of

pen Porum

discussions-were strongly reflected in

plants did not produce large

A Defray
Noell in Carver Park Community Garden this spring.

them grew up truly enhances the
experience of volunteering. They stretch
their horizons by facing something

Educating a Community About Its
Own Environment
JEFF RHEIN '01
Lyn" Umvenlly etllorJIflf Rbet" look HUM 399, eomm,,1#lY
A~. tIIwhIg lbe F1IIl2000 HllW8Ier. I" Ibdr JIIUIl

""., ID ~_""..

volunteering did have something to do with the business world:
community service plays an important role in making the people
that go out into the world better-rounded individuals. And, in the
end I enjoyed my community service experience to a great degree.
I took on two different volunteer jobs while I was in the course. I
worked in the UniverSIty's gym, serving the school's own little
community, and I worked at the Gumbo-Umbo Environmental

around them, an easy and enjoyable task with
Marine Biology. I enjoyed passing my kno
me, this is the best kind of community ~"""\lIr'''''-'
about their own area and making them aware
them.
I agree with the authors that most people
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crops, the Inltterfly garden was highly
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Giving students the

successful. In the fall of 2000, to
corroborate my sabbatical work in the
community, we moved the project

to

opportunity to visit

the

Carver Park Community Garden in the
southwest quadrant of DelrJY Reach.
Largely an Africao-American comlllunity,
Carver Park has been a model of

neighborhoods so different
from those in which many

unfan:liliar. And like the students in my

was granted to pursue these

Community Awareness, many newcomers

connections. I am proud

to the Community Garden display initial

institution so innovative as to embrace

resistance and grumble about the heat or

the common links that define who we

the dirt, but they are often the same ones

arc as individual!:; and who we are-and

eager

can be-as a society. Lynn University 's

FUIVRE nLROUGll COMMUNI7Y

of them grew up truly

At this point in my career, I relish the

enhances the experience of

participated, this time side by side with
residents from the community, both

volunteering. They stretch

young and old, including my daughter
and other students from the Middle
Schools of the Arts , a public magnet
school. During both semesters, student

their horizons ~y facing

amazingly complex and challenging
field of higher education as it relates to
community. The book I have been
writing intermittently during my
sabbatical is called "Teaching by Heart."
This is the phrase I use to describe to
myself "the flow of learning" between

something unfamiliar.

the university and the community, both
into the classroom and out from it. The

journals and dass discussions revealed

phrase also refers to my attempt to use

how much the garden "classroom" meant

not only intellectual intelligence in my

to those inVOlved.

teaching, but also the quality Daniel

Studies have shown that the best

intelligence." I know we are all both

that are "hands-on" and that involve real

teachers and learners, and I know that

life experience. Giving students the

the more we can teach-and learn-by

opportunity to visit neighborhoods so

heart, the more relevant education will

different ii'om those in which many of

be.

experience of volunteering. They

I am grateful to Lynn UniverSity for
~tretch

their horizons by facing something
g to do with the business world:
an important role in making the people
better-rounded individuals. And, in the
nity service experience to a great degree.
volunteer jobs while I was in the course. I
gym, serving the school's own little
at the Gumbo-Limbo Environmental

Goldman has called "emotional

educational techniques are indeed those

them grew up truly enhances the

be part of an

vision to promote ethical citizenship in

THE POWER TO CIIANGL' THE

example. Again, both Honors students
and Community Awareness enrollees

come back.

Going with the Flow:

neighborhood revitalization in the past
several years, and the garden is a primary

to

to

the twenty-first century is an honorable
one. Service-learning, community
discllssion forums, organic gardening,
and an upcoming trip to the Dominican
Republic can and will prepare us as both
students and teachers to become, in
Gandhi 's words, "the d1ange we want

to

see in the world."
Dr. Diane Richard-Allerdyce has devoted
much of her professional life to arts
infused educational initiatives. She is a
professor of English, Co-Director of the
Honors Program and a specialist in service
learning at Lynn University. In addition to
her university teaching, Dr. Allerdyce leads
monthly social justice classes for childre n in
grades K-12 at the Unitarian Universalist
Fellowship of Boca Raton. She is a member
of the Coordinating Council of Boca Raton 's
Promise/The Alliance for Youth and Co
Chair of the Diversity Committee for the
National Association for Poetry Therapy.
She is a certified trainer for both the
Prudential Youth Leadership Institute and
the Anti-Defamation League of Palm
Beach County. @

supporting my work in the community
anel especially for the Fall sabbatical I

around them, an easy and enjoyable task with my background in
Marine Biology. I enjoyed passing my knowledge on to others. For
me, this is the best kind of community service-educating people
about their own area and making them aware of the world around
them.
I agree with the authors that most people have a sense of natural
compassion. However, we are so into our own lives that we don't

ir'lk;about.tha cWQrld around us. We'll nevetWly undfJrstand tM

Gumbo Limbo operates almost entirely through volunteers.
Without them Gumbo-Limbo could not exist. It made me realize
how important volunteering really is to the community and the
world. And I was shocked at who was helping: wealthy people who
felt the need to contribute ... older people who had retired and had
a desire to give back to the community ... humanitarians who have
made it their lives' work helping others and the world around
them ... ~~. whq hacl '"meg tlllI' VA'~.fI 9f hcllpi" g and frtk it
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To be honest, I approached this Community Awareness class with
a lot of excitement, and a little apprehension. I had always wanted
to get involved with volunteering, but I could not seem to find my
niche. I knew I wanted to work with kids, so I targeted the Boys &
Girls Club of Las Vegas. From the start, I knew this was the
organization for me . They were clearly interested in the type of
individuals that would be working with the children; they did
reference checks and three interviews before I was accepted as a
volunteer at the club.
The Boys & Girls Club provid~ a pc>sitive place for kids ages 7 
f8 In I~ooc:l$ ~th 80ys " GIrls ClJJbs, teen ~n,*ncy and

DIANA KEITH '01

Diana Keith is pl.Ts,,;ng her Bachelor ill P,'ofessi01lal
StJlfli~.~ degree I" Business through Lynn's Center,{QI'
ProfesslorUlI alld eo"n'llIing Edllcati01l, Si"ce mOiling to Las
Vegas Illst May, she Is compleli"g het'degree o"Une alldis
CllM"elltly frllftmllg 18-24 psychology credits at the University
of las Vegas, FolloUling is tbe fbwl paper sbe sllbmitted on
be,- HUM 399 comm,,,,lty e:.:perience as it relates 10 tlJe IJook
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about myself is that I really enjoy teachin g. I have also come away
from this experience better equipped in dealin g with my own "so
called " se lf- importance As soon as I started fun ctioning along with
the kids instea d of as a lon e un it, their behavior greatly improved. I
learned to serve as a regulator, one that determ ines guidelines,
rather than one who just pushes rules, and this approach helps
present a less rigid environment for the kids. As the text points out,
" We can share information and conviction: here's our passion, our
sense of urgency. But people don't like to be should upon, they'd
rather discover than be told " (Dass & Gorman, p . 160).
I am clear with my expectations for the team through various
group meetings that establish guidelines for acceptable behavior,
and I also encourage the sharing of knowledge between team
members. I have tried as much as possible to create an
atmosphere that strongly encourages participation on all accords.
Since basketball season is over, we have started to concentrate on
dance. Every child is responsible for creating, teaching, and
leading at one time or another. We discuss any forthcoming
changes and vote on the outcome. I feel this little democracy
provides these kids with the feeling that they are in control and, at
their ages, that goes a long way!
Every time I leave the club I think to myself, "Did I make a
difference today?" Sometimes I really don't know if I am reaching
all of them, bu I am sure some are touched. I may see them repeat
a pQ$itWe IJ!madc I haw said to another team member. Qr they may

Giving Kids
Something to Cheer About
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o ften remind myself th at my role is to be their
am not there to judge, sa ve, police, or dispen
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often remind myself that my role is to be their coach and friend. I
am not there to judge, save, police, or dispense therapy. I will leave
that to the professionals and their parents. However, demonstrating
a personal interest in each member of the team has seemed to
make a difference. I try to be consistent in asking each child how
his day is going, how her weekend was, etc. I also make sure the
kids have done their homework before they are permitted to
participate in the class. I believe reinforcement is a key element
when teaching kids.
I feel that my role as a mentor has its own value made possible
through patience, praise, honesty, consistency and availability.
Working with young people definitely requires a lot of patience.
They are not so quick to trust, but once there is a solid foundation
established, it gets a bit easier. As I show an interest in their
hobbies, family life, etc., I also make sure to congratulate them on a
job well done or praise them when they have shown positive
attitudes and behaviors.
There are many ways that one can be an effective mentor, but I
feel one of the most important is simply by making oneself
available. Even though I have no office, the children know my
invisible door is always ope-n because I tell them so frequently. They
know I am available before and after class to answer questions,
listen to new ideas, or just chat. And, I really listen to what the kids
ere'~9. 'I n:tay ~rt
~ wltfH~ daily ageIJdB. ~.t ':a(ways
.ti1.·~ ·Iif1Y, pllf!f:a"~l19to. thsif:"llDCl~~I9Her

iIie

reintroduced me to myself while reinforcing qualities I possess that
had been waiting to be put to use. I wanted to teach kids all my life
but never wanted to lock myself into a career in primary education .
In a million years, I never thought I would be teaching a dance class
to children I We are all capable of more than we know. Community
service can be many things; for me it has been a journey of great
self-discovery and a chance to make a difference! €I

Art Infusion International
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Marika
Richards
'02 helps
children make spooky
cards at the Sigma
Halloween Bash for
.s: children from local
g> elementary schools and
:.c Kids in Distress.
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By Stefanie Stein '02
Community Service Chair,
Student Government Association

Knights In the Community (KlC) is the
community service branch of the
Student Government Association (SGA)
at Lynn University. I have been a
member for the past two years and
proudly stepped up to thc presiciency
last year. Being a part of KIC has changed
my life and had a major impact on me.
Through my KlC experience, I have
learned many skills that I will carry with
me
throughout
my life . In
addition to
developing
leadership
skills, I havt
also learned
to valut
teamwork.
Moreover, I
have gained a
tremendous
sense of
personal
satisfaction
and
gratification
from helping
otbers. Seeing
Michael Squire '02 works on
the roof of a Habitat for
Humanity house.

a smile of
my team and I are in
appreciation on the
pun;uit of raising over
faces of those that
$24 ,300-the
you have helped
impressive figure raised
lets you know that
through last year's
you have actually
efforts. It is indeed a
touched the lik
challenge, but a
of someone in
rewarding one.
need .
Being a part of Knights
There are
In the Community has
Chris Guido '03 clowns around
many great
revealed to me many
with foster children during the Kids in
responsibilities
new sides of myself and
Distress Field Day.
and experiences
has brought about
that come with
meaningful seif
membership in KlC. One of my
exploration and personal growth. Helping
personal favorites is our involvement
others is like helping myself: I am
with Habitat for Humanity. Laying the
growing as an individual and feeling good
foundation to a person's home with your about myself in the process. ~
own hands and seeing the tlnal result
come about in a matter of hours is an
uplifting sight and an unbelievable
accomplishment. Not everyone can drive
by a hOllse and say, "1 helped build that
home! "
By Kari Gonska '01
Another one of my favorite KIC
activities is working with Children in
It has been
Distress, an organization that rescues
four years
children who are abused by their
since I got my
guardians and places them in t()ster care.
nomination
Knights In the Community held a
letter in the
carnival and a Hallowetn Bash on
mail. It read:
campus tor these less-fortunate children,
Kari GOl1ska,
you have
activities which not only provide a fun
day for the children to celebrate life, but
been chosen
also foster a real sense of community
to go through
among various student organizations on
the process of
campus. The Annual Easter Egg Hunt is
joining the
another project 1 value for bringing tht
Knights of the
KOR members jordan Kuhl '02,
laughter of children into my life. Each
Roundtable
Kari Gonska '01, justin Bodner '03
Easter, sixty childrtn from a soup kitchen (KOR). I
and Patrick Moen '02 get ready to
give ca mpus tours during Families
come to Lynn University to celebratt
thought to
Weekend.
Easter and hunt for chocolate eggs,
myself-how
which are hidden all over University
awesome is
grounds.
this! Since 1 first walked onto Lynn
In addition to directly contributing to
University's campus, I wanted to be in
the well-being of people, through KlC 1
am able to help create awartness about
important issues for the Lynn University
student body. On World AIDS Day, KIC
members handed out red ribbons and
informational flyers to students. It was
great to see the unity among students as
we all wore red ribbons in support of
the cause.
Finally, another great cause is Up 'til
Dawn, a year of fundraising activities to
benefit children with cancer and other
catastrophic diseases, which culminates
with an all-nlghter of dancing, games and
KOR members often represent
the student body at major Unive rsity events.
party activities. I am currently serving as
Here, jonathan Williamson '03 and Patrick Moen '02
Assistant Director of lJp'tii Dawn, and
join member Zara Kane and President Hayde h
Pulle n at The Excalibur Society's October general
membership lun cheon.

The KOR Gala : (back row) jirr
Patrick Moen '02, Matt SI
justin Bodner '03, Stuart Kozlowski '0 1, Director
Williamson '03; (front row) DaniE
Kari Gonska '01, Stefani€

this group. But, the letter was only half
the battle. Once you are nominated,
KOR has to accept you .
I filled out the application and went
through an interview process with
determination and a positive outlook. I
met with many of the membtrs and
talked to them about their experiences
I wanted to know why they are in KOR
and what makes this group a strong
organization on campus. They all gave
the same answer that we as a group give
now: we are a select group of students
who have been chosen to promote and
support the administration and student
life. In the words of new member
Stefanie Stein '02, "Being part of such an
active group is a great life experience."
Weeks later, I received a letter stating
that I had been accepted into The
Knights of the Roundtable. I was so
excited-now I had a chance to make a
difference in the Lynn University
community. I felt tllis organization would
give me an opportunity that no other
experience could.
I have been in KOR for three years
now and have experienced so much,
from working at the Excalibur
Luncheons to planning the Holiday Gala.
Going into my th.ird year of KOR, I was
elected Chairperson. I have tried this
year to make all new members feel
comfortable and to emphasizt the goals
that we have set for the year.
The best part of being in The Knights
of the Roundtable is bonding with the
members in the organization. KOR
members learn to appreCiate each other

my team and I are in
pursuit of raising over
$24,300-tl1e
impressive figure raised
through last year's
efforts. It is indeed a
challenge, but a
rewarding one.
Being a part of Knights
In the Community has
lowns around
revealed to me many
luring the Kids in
new sides of myself and
Id Day.
has brought about
meaningful self
exploration and personal growth. Helping
others is like helping myself: I am
growing as an individual and feeling good
about myself in the process. ~

By Kari Gonska '01
It has been
four years
since I got my
nomination
letter in the
mail. It read:
Kari Gonska,
you have
been chose n
to go through
tbe process of
joining the
Knights of the
KOR members Jordan Kuhl '02,
Roundtable
Kari Gonska '01, Justin Bodner '03
(KOR). I
and Patrick Moen '02 get ready to
give campus tours during Families
thought to
Weekend.
myself-how
awesome is
this! Since I first walked onto Lynn
University's campus, I wanted to be in

KOR members often represent
the student body at major University events .
Here, Jonathan Williamson '03 and Patrick Mo en '02
join member l ara Kane and Pre sident Haydeh
Pullen at The Excalibur Socie ty'S October g e neral
membership luncheon.

Knights in the Community took second place
in the Homecoming Golf Cart Parade.

The KOR Gala: (back row) Jim Hube r '03, Dean Jim Hundrelser,
Patrick Moen '02, Matt S/obodkin '02, Jordan Kuhl '02,
Justin Bodner '03, Stuart Kozlowski '01 , Director of Student Activities Kathleen Sheehan and Jonathan
Williams on '03; (front row) Danlelle Winn '02, Debbie Fran cisque '03,
Kari Gonska '01, Stefanie Stein '02, and Sara Katz '01.

this group, But, the letter was only half
the battle. Once you are nominated,
KOR has to accept you .
I filled out the application and went
through an interview process with
determination and a positive outlook. I
met with many of the members and
talked to them about their experiences
I wanted to know why they are in KOR
and what makes this group a strong
organization on campus. They all gave
the same answer that we as a group give
now: we are a select group of students
who have been chosen to promote and
support the administration and student
life. In the words of new member
Stefanie Stein '02, "Being part of such an
active group is a great lik experience."
Weeks later, I received a letter stating
that I had been accepted into The
Knights of the Roundtable. I was so
excited-now I had a dunce to make a
difJerence in the Lynn University
community. I felt this organization would
give me an opportunity that no other
experience could.
1 have been in KOR for three years
now and have experienced so mllch,
from working at the Excalibur
Luncheons to planning the Holiday Gala ,
Going into my third year of KOR, I was
elected Chairperson. I have tried this
year to make all new members feel
comfortable and to emphasize the goals
that we have set for the year.
The best part of being in The Knights
of the Roundtable is bonding with the
members in the organization . KOR
members learn to appreciate each other

for their differences. And this makes it
easier to work together on certain
projects. During the year, I have spoken
to some of the new members to get their
view on our unique group and Jim
Huber, a sophomore, said, "KOR is a
stronger organization because we all
stick together, KOR is like a family to
me."
When I leave KOR, I know that I will
have gained many new skills, including
being goal-oriented , being able to work
in large groups, and knowing how to
plan events. I feel the skills you learn in
KOR are beneficial in the outside world
because now I know how important it is
to take everyone's point of view
seriously. Everyone is different in his or
her own way. I also know that bonds
created here will extend long past my
time at Lynn University. ~

By Megan Bubb '02,
Student Government Vice-President

Lynn University
Families Weekend/
Homecoming 2000
was packed full of
fun. Included in the
weekend were an
open house, activities
for visiting families,
and all of Lynn's
traditional
homecoming events.
Homecoming 2000
for students,
sponsored by Knights
Activities Team
(KAT), kicked off
with a barbecue and
the band, HUfe in
Joey Rego '02 shows off
General." The theme
his 70s style during the
of Knight Fever was
therned portion of the
used throughollt the
Mr. and Ms.
week.
University Pageant.
All week long ,
teams of six students competed in a
variety of
activities
earning
points to
determine
which team
would be the
winners of
Homecoming
2000. The first
activity was
Window
Painting in
the Student
Center. Each
team was
given a panel

Mark Wynter '02 plays with Life in General, the band who kicked
off KAT's Homecoming 2000.
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Mr. and Ms. University 2000:
freshm e n Reggie Jackson and Chris tina Miller.

paint representing Lynn spirit and the
Homecoming theme.
The 2nd annual Mr. and Ms. University
pageant was held on Wednesday, October
18th. The pageant saw 29 women and 11
men competing in casual wear, 70 's gear
and formal attire for the title of King and
Queen. In the end, both our Royal
Highnesses, Queen Christina MilIer and
to

King Reggie Jackson, were
freshmen representing our radio
station WLYN 96.1.
Other activities during the
week included KAT's Think Fast,
an interactive game show where
winner Marley Nelson took
home $200 cash. Relay rJces
were held on Trinity la\.\'n,
Th e object of th e Anything That Floats competition is to ride
combining egg walk and three
something that d oesn't normally float all the way across the lake.
legged races, followed by the
Anything That Floats race across
Knight Fever theme. The carts then took
the lake.The winning team was Knights in off on a parade route through campus
the Community (KIC).
and the Families Weekend/ Homecoming
Saturday brought a barbecue on the
crowd that gathered for the socce r game
soccer field where a steel drum band
was treated to a Lynn University
played . Each Homecoming team was
tradition. A team of six women from
given a golf cart to decorate in the
third floor Trinity Hall won the $ SOO first
prize. KIC walked away
with $120 and second
place, and the women of
Sigma Sigma Sigma came
in third place winning an
$80 gift certificate to
TGIFriclay's.
In the end , a great time
was had by all, and as
icing on the cake , KlC
was named Organization
of the Month for October
for their efforts.

®

Stude nts prepare to Think Fast.

2000-2001 EXCALI~V&~fUBlrtWv
By Joan Wargo, Exca/ibur Society Scholarship Chair
Each year, The Excalibur Society selects an incoming Lynn
University freshman as its "Excalibur Scholar." In addition to
possessing strong academic credentials, applicants must
demonstrate a history of good citizenship, community involvement
and financial need. The Excalibur Scholar receives $5,000 each year
for his or her entire four-year course of study, totaling $20,000
towards his or her Lynn education. This year, we are excited to name
Richard Duran as our fourth Excalibur Scholar.
Richard Duran was born in the United States, but moved around
the world with his family while his father was in the Army. He
describes the experience as ultimately a positive one, saying,
"Traveling did not always have its upsides, but making new friends
and having a great
have moved here in

seven Professional and Continuing Studies Scholarships annually.
We are so pleased to have awarded Richard the 2000-2001
Excalibur Scholarship and are thrilled to be helping him accomplish
his goals! @
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Knight Fever theme. The carts then took
off on a parade route through campus
and the Families Weekend/ Homecoming
crowd that gathered for the soccer game
was treated to a Lynn University
tradition. A team of six women from
third floor Trinity Hall won the $500 first
prize. KIC walked away
with $120 and second
place, and the women of
Sigma Sigma Sigma came
in third place winning an
$80 gift certificate to
TGIFriday's.
In the end , a great time
was had by all, and as
icing on the cake, KIC
was named Organization
of the Month for October
for their efforts. ®
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largo, Excalibur Society Scholarship Chair

.ntinuing Studies Scholarships annually.
we awarded Richard the 2000-2001
are thrilled to be helping him accomplish

At the halfway mark in this year's programming, The Excalibur Society
and President Haydeh Pullen had many reasons to celebrate.
Membership Chair Reg ina Vetto reports that The Excalibur Society has
welcomed a record number of new guests and members at our
luncheons and events. Our current membership has worked hard to
widen our circle with friends and colleagues, as well as with sponsors
who support our events. Local florist Gerald Stevens has given our
luncheon series a beautiful makeover by donating gorgeous
Helen RosS (leJt) arid Mal)' A m'" I~)!/Iler ( rig/.JI)
UJitIJ speaker Arlene /lcrsOl1 (te nter) ,
centerpieces, which are sold at the end of each program to augment
producer mu) 11OS1 o{"The Arlell e /-leI's"" SI.loW."
our sponsorship efforts. The increase in participation and fundraising
has enabled the Society to award additional scholarship dollars to
deserving students. For the 2000-2001 academic year alone, Scholarship
Cha ir Joan Wargo and her committee have awarded seven non-traditional
scholarships totaling $16,000, as well as $5,000 to each of four Excalibur
Scholars.
Fonner teleViSion news anc!Jor./im
The first two general membership luncheons of the year offered
fjroselll er dl~hed tbc dirt On jJrint
members and their guests a fascinating look at behind-the-scenes TV from
tind lel('l!iSio/J news media.
two media insiders. In October, Arlene He,son,
producer and host of the award-winning cable
j eu elel' D a v id Stern
television program "The Arlene Herson Show," shared
with r::,"'rtIl'OxanztI
grand prize raJJ1e
on- and off-camera secrets about some of the more
winNer Natalie
than 150 celebrity interviews she's conducted on radio
Ilro1.lenick, ftnllulillg
J:xcalibllr .\·()cie~J'
and TV. Guests learned a little about their favorite
111etllber\Vilnul EI1110re
TIN October.15 E\"CaUfJur Ilincheoll drt.:liI
entertainment personalities as Arlene presented video
lind bel' p,ralld.'wll jesse,
({r()m left) Renee Snydel; Katbleen (jullioll ,
who laler J11(Jdeleti S'aks
Re8,ina Fe/tu and Carolyn Dem.:k el:
clips from some of her show's most memorable
Fifth Atlelllle /asiJions.
moments. Former WPTV-TV news anchor and Emmy
Award-winning investigative reporter Jim Brosemer gave guests at
February's meeting the inside scoop on media credibility.
Brosemer, who has been a fixture in South Florida television for
more than three decades and is currently the Director of Media
Services at Lynn, cited actual news stories of both local and
national significance to demonstrate the media's
less ethical means of getting a story. Both
guest speakers drew capacity crowds and
delivered captivating programs.
On November 29, The Excalibur Society
kicked off the holiday season in grand style
with its most successful Holiday
Extravaganza to date. Under the leadership
of Chairs Christine Lynn and Linda Melcer,
the 8th Annual Excalibur Extravaganza-the
5:1'11"'''''' SlidelY Hount .II"",/x,,. ['(/( n"sulli
season's most stylish and enchanting
("'~hfJ 11'("s It ""II' (o"k jiyml Salls I'Ijlb
f
e""'/ UCtlell<' tln l/ Sylh. ) ' /let,n' of1'IW shopping experience-raised nearly $65,000 II/willI's
Ur/un" rr!/'r<'....'nl/lf(' ... dllrill~ It",
IiM!DIII TrU"k, ."Ie of 1/"' IJllrI4dJ,"IIIIIl
lIof(tt</l' r:.wl,(II'UHitIJ~"
1....tld'lr~, ,.'1111 1,.'(fflI'~lltt"'z" CillfI,"/II~C'
for the Excalibur Society'S scholarship fund,
"",,,,,,,,r 1111,><'1111111$011
More than 350 guests enjoyed shopping in the Lynn Student Center among
prestigious local vendors before they were treated to an
elegant lunch and a chic fashion show ala Saks Fifth Avenue,
The Society extends a special thank you to Barbara Davis
J

WO~n, S~'FIfth AVef1Ue VICe President

thcy allow students to explore different
cultures, particularly Japan, the leading
economic country in Asia," says Abe-Janiga.
With the enhanced Asian Studies Program,
Lynn University intends to prepare students
to face the new challenges and opportunities
of a global economy. Students earn
class credits while learning about
tbe economics, history and culture of
Japan and Asia. The summer session
is open to everyone, while the
n keeping with its

semester program has specitlc GPA

commitment to

requirements. In addition, students

promote international

have the option to participate in a

education and

homestay program and live with a
Japanese family.

intercultural understanding,

Abe-Janiga feels that students from any

Lynn University has expanded
its Asian Studies Program with

major will benefit from either program.

two new study abroad

"All classes are taught in English and offer
a wide variety of subjects such as art,

sessions

sociology, bUSiness, economics and liberal

this year.
Beginning Fall 2001,
students can spend a
semester in Japan
studying at Kansai
Gaidai University in

political
institutions, historical and

arts," Abe-Janiga explains.
While other universities focus on learning

contemporary arts/literature, and historical

a new language in study abroad programs,

landmarks in the evolution of international

Lynn University's program is unique because

relations.

it looks at the bigger picture. By teaching

Through a new agreement with Daito

classes about Japan and Asia in English, the

program, which

Bunka University in Tokyo, Lynn students

students can immediately observe anel

offers a wide

can also participate In a shorter Asian

understand the lessons because they are

studies program starting this summer. Over

already immersed in the Japanese culture.

three weeks, students will tour the Imperial

The learning process is enhanced by the

English, is

Palace in Tokyo and visit ancient temples

opportunity to experience and enjoy real life

designed to

and shrines in Kyoto and Hiroshima while

in Japan.

expose

learning the politiCS and culture of Asia.

variety of classes
taught in

students to all

Toshimi Abe-Janiga, Director of the Asian

Students interested in more information
about the Asian Studies Program may contact

dimensions of the Japanese and Asian

Studies Program, Is excited about the new

ToshimiAbe-Janiga at (561) 237-7309 or

experience: sodety and cultural values,

opportunities for Lynn students. "The study

Tjaniga@lynn.edu. @

language, business structures and practices,

abroad programs are important because

,.~

they allow students to explore different
<:ultures, particularly Japan, the leading
economic country in Asia," says Abe-Janiga.
With the enhanced Asian Studies Program,
lynn University intends to prepare students
to face the new challenges and opportunities
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of a global economy. Students earn
class credits while learning about

LYNN ENHANCES

the economics, history and culture of

INTERNATIONAL
PROGRAMS· FOR STUDENTS

Japan and Asia. The summer session
is open to everyone, while the
semester program has specific GPA

By Sheila Sh eppard-Sc iarra,
Direct or of the Center fo r International Prog ram s and Services

requirements. In addition, students
have the option to participate in a
homestay prog1<lm and live with a
Japanese family.
Abe:Janiga feels that students from any

As part of the University's global vision, The Centerfor International
Pmgrams and Services recognizes all ongOing commitment to e:xpand and
enhance international programs for students. Our plans to do so began this
year with new and exciting programs for Spring 2001.

major will benefIt from either program.
"All classes are taught in English and offer

To celeb1<lte Black History month in January, the Center and Student

a wide variety of subjects such as art,

Activities jointly sponsored Of Ehony Embers, vignettes of the Harlem

sociology, business, economics and liberal

Renaissance. Of Ebony Embers is a music theatre work for the Core

arts,"Abe-Janiga explains.

Ensemble, a solo actor and chamber music trio. Percussionist Michael
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lcal and

While other universities focus on learning

:!literature, and historical

a new language in study abroad programs,

ivolution of international

lynn University 's program is unique because

P'drola , Artist-Faculty of the Conservatory of Music at Lynn UniverSity, is a
Core Ensemble musician.
Of Ebony Embers explores the life and times of African Americans who

it looks at the bigger picture. By teaching

helped shape the Harlem Renaissance. This work connects the audience

agreement with Daito

classes about Japan and Asia in English, the

to the lives of three outstanding African-American poets-Langston

n Tokyo, Lynn students

students can immediately observe and

Hughes, Countee Cullen ano Claude McKay-as seen through the eyes of

e in a shorter Asian

understand the lessons because they are

the great painter and muralist Aaron Douglas. The Core Ensemble trio of

arting this summer. Over

already immersed in the Japanese culture.

cello, piano, and percussion performed music by African American

nts will tour the Imperial

The learning process is enhanced by the

composers rdnging from jazz greats Duke Ellington,Jelly Roll Morton ,

d visit ancient temples

opportunity to experience and enjoy real lite

Thelonious Monk and Charles Mingus to concert music composers William

~o

in Japan.

Grant Still and George Walker.

and Hiroshima while

:s and culture of Asia.
ga, Director of the Asian
excited about the new
.y nn students. "The study
~e important because

Students interested in more information

In addition to the performance on campus, the Core Ensemble provided

about the Asian Studies Program may contact

an educational program introducing students to the richness of the theatre

Toshimi Abe-Janiga at (561) 237-7309 or

and music pieces they would see the following evening.

Tjaniga@lynn.edu.
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The Core Ensemble is nationally recognized for its efforts to commission
new chamber and multi-genre works. Concert performances and
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LYNN PARTICIPAT.ES
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IN FIRST-EVER

INTERNATIONAL
EDUCATION WEEK

By She ila Sheppard-Sciar
Director of the Center f or Interna t ional Progra
an d Servi(

As part of a national initiative to raise
global awareness, Lynn University
participated in the first-ever International
Education Week, the result of a joint
partnership between the U.S. Department of

a
a

State and the U.S. Department of Education.
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International Education Week was created to
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implement an Executive Memorandum
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residency programming has taken the Core Ensemble to every region of the U.S. and selected

recognizing the challenges educational

cities in Europe. The Boston Globe bailed the Core Ensemble as "often formidable, always

institutions face in preparing young people

intelligent, ultimately compelling."

to live and work in an increasingly global
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Immigration issues ami concerns are always prevalent with international students. In
February, the Center for International Programs and Services was pleased

to

host David Ware of

community, signed by President Clinton on
April 19,2000. The Presidential initiative

David Ware & Associates,Attorneys at Law. Mr. Ware, who is an expert in all areas of

calls attention to the importance of

immigration law, met with LU international students on February 5th to discuss new laws, work

international education, recognizing that too

authorization for students graduating in May, as well as HI-B visas and permanent residency.

few American students study abroad , master a

In March , Lynn celebrated International Week, honoring our stmknt body's many ethnic

second language , or leave post-secondary

backgrounds and cultures. The local chapter of People to People brought to campus the

education with a broad understanding of

Emer.dd Revellers, a group of musicians and dancers from Ireland ranging in ages from 10 to 45

global issues. Set last year by U.S. Secretary

years old. In addition to pertorming at the Elmore Commons, the group toured campus,

of Education IUchard W. Riley for the week of

lunched with students and met with student leaders from various campus organizations.

November 13,2000, International Education

International Day, celebmted March 16th, brought students of all nationalities together to

Week was a special time on Lynn University's

share their cultures with the campus community. Total Food Service provided an excellent

campus for students to recognize the value of

sampling of foods from cOllntries throughout the world, and students shared many arts,

gaining a broad understanding of the

activities and traditions native to their home countries, including the Brazilian art of Capoeira,

cultures, languages and governments of other

demonstrated by graduate student Regina Joppert '99.

nations.

The Core Ensemble returned to Lynn University in March for Women's History Month with

The Center for International ProgrJms and

new chamber music theatre ,Tres Vidas , a work based on the lives of three legendary Latin

Services planned a variety of exciting and

American women: Mexican painter Frida Kahlo , Argentinean poet AIt()J1sina Storni and

informative International Education Week

Salvadorean peasant-activist Rufina Amaya. The musical score includes arrangements of popular

activities, which took place each day in the

and folk music from Latin America , music by tango master Astor Piazzola and new music by

Lynn University Student Center between

Carlos Sanchez-Gutierrez. As before, the Core Ensemble was on campus to meet with students

1 I :30 a.m. and 1 :00 p.m.

for an educational program one day prior to the performance. ~

LYNN' PA"RTICIPATES
IN FIRST-EVER
INTERNATIONAL
EDUCATION WEEK
By She ila She ppard -Sciarra,
Director of t he Cente r fo r Intern atio nal Pro grams
an d Services
As part of a national initiative to raise
global awareness, Lynn University
participated in the t1rst"ever International
Education Week, the result of a joint
partnership between the U.S. Department of
State and the U.S. Department of Education.
International Education \Veek was created to
implement an Executive Memorandum

)f the U.S. and selected
formidable, always

recognizing the challenges educational
institutions face in preparing young people
to live and work in an increasingly global

:mal students. In

community, signed by President Clinton on

ed to host David Ware of

April 19,2000. The Presidential initiative

in all areas of

calls attention to the importance of

) discuss new laws, work

international education, recognizing that too

,)ermanent residency.

few American students study abroad, master a

body's many ethnic

second language, or leave post"secondary
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education with a broad understanding of

Monday, November 13
Worlcshops and seminars on Study Abroad Opportunities and
Foreign Language/Culture Learning were held for students who
were Interested In discussing the value of studying abroad or
mastering a foreign language.
Students met with representatives from the Consulate Genera' of
Japan In Miami through the Japan Exchange and Teaching
Program, known as the JET Program.

Tuesday, November 14
Students. staff and faculty had the opportunity to meet with the
SERVAS Coordinator for South Florida. SERVAS International is a
non- profit. non-govemmental, inter-racial and international
association of hosts and travelers that works towards
understanding world peace and Justice through person-ta-person
contacts.
Lynn students of foreign descent visited Eagles Landing Middle
School in Boca Raton as part of the Cross.cultural Speakers
Program, wftich brings International content to community school
students through the Introduction of students from other
countries and cultures. Desislava Radeva '04, a freshman from
Bulgaria, Simona Sarbu '04, a Conservatory of Music student from
Romania and Julien Frutier '03 from France met with 7th graders
from Mrs. Gretch's social studies class.

Wednesday, November 15
International relations majors led discussion groups regarding the
Importance of international relations and strategies for promoting
awareness of international Issues. Students also discussed
opportunities for international involvement through activities such
as the Model Organization of American States (Model OAS).
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Lynn University Student Center between
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to meet with students

The Cross-Cultural Spealcers Program took more students to
Eagles landing Middle School.

11 :30 a.m. and 1:00 p.m.
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Thursday, November 16

Ll

Students participating In the March of Remembrance and Hope~ a
student leadership mission to Poland and Israel, met with
Interested students to Inform them of this project, which alms to
bolster the future of humanity by promoting awareness C)f the
Holocaust.

Friday, November 17
The Lynn International Club shared their cultures with the Lynn
University community by answering questions pertaining to their
home countries.

The Intensive English Studies department and the Department of
Foreign Languages sponsored a Cultural Exchange and Awareness
Program, where students met to exchange language skills and
learn about other cultures.

A ntpI85e.,tative from the MoriIcami Museum in Delray Beach Introduced
programs and actMties available to the community.
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Fac"/jf.. '~J~ffembowski
By Karen Casey-Acevedo
Dean of the College of Graduate Studies
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Last summer,
Lynn University
celebrated the
addition of yet
another
excellent faculty
member to its
organization,
when Dr. Fred
Dembowski
joined Lynn as
Program
Coordinator
for the
University's
new Ph.D. program
specializing in Educational Leadership with a
Global Perspective.
An expert in the management of school
educational systems, school district enrollment
forecasting and demographic analysis, Dr.
Dembowski was born and raised in upstate New
York . He began his academic career at Syracuse
University majoring in physics, and a year later
transferred to SUNY Oswego to finish his B.S. in
Elementary Education.
Dr. Dembowski tallght fourth grade for one
year until he decided to pursue his own studies.
He returned to SUNY and completed his MS in
Education. After teaching high school physics
for two years, he went back to college and
earned an Ed.D. in Educational Administration
with a specialization in school business and
finance from the University of Rochester. His
dissertation, Tbe Optimization of School
District Cash Management, has been the
foundation for numerous book chapters and
articles.
After his doctoral graduation, he taught for
three years at Purdue University as an Assistant
Professor and returned to the SUNY school
system, this time as an educator. He worked at
The University at Albany (SUNY) for 21 years,
tirst as an Assistant and Associate Professor and
then as Chair for the Department of Educational
Administration & Policy Studies.
A superior scholar and a prolific writer, Dr.
Dembowski recently wrote Effective School
District Management, published by the
American Association of School Administrators
(AASA) in 1999. In addition to this book, he has
written several book chapters and has been

published extensively in professional journals.
Dr. Dembowski serves as the editor-in-chief of
the AASA Professor, a quarterly journal that
focuses on the best leadership practices for
professors throughollt the nation. He is also a
member of the board of editors for the
Educational Leadership Review, a professional
journal published cooperatively with tlle
National Council of Professors of Educational
AdministrJtion.
Dr. Dembowski conducts numerous
workshops and seminars on school district
management for the AASA,The Association of
School Business Officials International (ASBO!),
and tor many state associations. To date, he has
conducted enrollment-forecasting studies for
over 100 school districts nationwidc. In 2000
and 200 I he was included in the Marquis Who's
Who in America and named to the Marquis
Who's Who in the World for 200 I.
Dr. Dembowski brings to Lynn University a
rich history of academics as well as fascinating
international experience. In the late 1980's, he
spent two years in Mogadishu, Somalia, helping
with a five year, $25 million project funded by
The lJ .S. Agency for International Development
to provide long-term technical assistance for
various ministries in Somalia. As Deputy Chief
of Party and Project Education Oftleer, his
primary responsibility was to establish a
graduate school of managemcnt, for whieh he
served as Dean. The school educated over 300
students before it was destroyed in the civil war.
While in Africa Dr. Dembowski conducted
other development programs in Somalia, Kenya
and Egypt, in the areas of management training,
oftice automation , enrollment management
planning and stnltegic planning. Living overseas
gave him some hair-raising encounters, including
being shot at twice (luckily, both shots missed)
and contracting a number of tropical diseases.
He recalls living without electric power, water
and cont,lct with anyone outside of Somalia tor
four months. "It was like living back in biblical
times," he says of the experience. Through his
travels, Dr. Dembowski accumulated an
extensive African art collection, including many
rare Meerschaum sculptures and many antique
African masks.
In addition to serving as the coordinator of
the Ph.D. Program at Lynn UniverSity, Dr.
Dembowski is Chair of the Graduate Council
and a member of the Professional Standards
Committee. In these posts, he contributes to the
development of policy and procedures that
govern the administration of the graduate
degree programs on campus. One of his major

accomplishments in his short period at
thus far has been developing the polici
procedures for students to follow whel
on their doctonll dissertation process.
Besides being a busy professor, Dr. Dt
is an excellent cook, baving worked as
numerous restaurants throughollt his y
years. When he is not at the office, he
to tlnd time to scuba dive , hike, snorke
bike and play computerized war game~
love of water sports began in high sch<
continued through college where he ~
professional water-skier, pertorming as
and barefoot skier" with a dub at local
firemen field days. Dr. Dembowski alsl
photography. His office and home are
with photos that he has taken around t
Dr. Dembowski lives with his lovely '
Ronnie in Boynton Beach. He has thre ,
children, Kirsten , Erika and Greg. W

Student Spptlis!:ht
Melanie :sampso

Melanie Sampson is a seniorfrom Sout
majoring in international Relations. SI.
4.0 grade point average and bas been i
in the Yearbook, Illternational Club am
'til Dawnfundraiserfor St.jude's Chil{iJ
Research Hospital. Melanie gave tbe Stl
Address at Honors Convocation in Octo
delivered a strong nlessage about iJinu
University's multicultural disposition tl:.
own bonors program experience:

With this being my final Honors Con
I have now the opportunity to share 111
experience at Lynn University with yOI
tonight.
First, let me give you a little bit of ba
as to why I came to Lynn. Back in 199
gnlduating high school in Scarsdale, Nt
At the time , I had only been in the cou
three years, and for those of you who I
through the process of emigrating, you
that this is only a short time. Consequ,
was definitely in the pOSition where , al
the cliche, I needed "to find myself." I I
evolve and grow, and there was nothin
appealing than the idea of a newly fou
university that was continually growinl
the process of establishing itself. Some:
knew that, out of all the univerSities I ~
would thrive in this one, and I hoped I
an asset to Lynn University.
And so, I chose to come here, and in

extensively in professional journals.
)wski serves as the editor-in-chief of
Professor, a quarterly journal that
I the best leadership prdctices for
throughout the nation . He is also a
f the board of editors for the
11 Leadership Review, a professional
blished cooperatively with the
:ouncil of Professors of Educational
Ition.
bowski conducts numerous
, and seminars on school district
:nt for the AASA,The Association of
;incss Officials International (ASBOI),
my state associations. To date , he has
enrollment-forecasting studies for
chool districts nationwide. In 2000
le was included in the Marquis Who 's
lerica and named to the Marquis
o in the World for 2001.
bowski brings to Lynn University a
y of academics as well as fascinating
lal experience. In the late 1980's, he
years in Mogadishu, Somalia, helping
year, $25 milHon project funded by
~ency for International Development
long-term technical assistance for
nistries in Somalia. As Deputy Chief
d Project Education Officer, his
sponsibility was to establish a
:hool of management, for which he
)ean . The school educated over 300
;::fore it was destroyed in the civil war.
Africa Dr. Dembowski conducted
lopment progrdms in Somalia, Kenya
in the areas of management training,
mation , enrollment managcment
nd stldtegic planning. Living overseas
orne hair-raising encounters, including
at twice (luckily, both shots missed)
cting a number of tropical diseases .
living without electric power, water
It with anyone outside of Somalia for
IS. "It was like living back in biblical
lays of the experience. Through his
p embowski accumulated an
Jrican art collection, including many
: hautn sculptures and many antique
sks.
~n to serving as the coordinator of
Irogrdm at Lynn University, Dr.
j is Chair of the Grdduate Council
b er of the Professional Standards
. In these posts, he contributes to the
nt of policy and procedures that
administration of the graduate
grams on campus. One of his major

accomplishments in his short period at Lynn
thus far has been developing the policies and
procedures for students to follow when working
on their doctoral dissertation process.
Bes.ides being a busy professor, Dr. Dembowski
is an excellent cook, having worked as a chef in
numerous restaurants throughout his younger
years . When he is not at the office, he manages
to tlnd time to scuba dive, hike, snorkel, ride his
bike and play computerized war games. His
love of water sports began in high school and
continued through college where he was a semi
professional water-skier, performing as the "trick
and barefoot skier" with a club at local fairs and
firemen field days. Dr. Dembowski also enjoys
photography. His oftlce and home are filled
with photos that he has taken around the world.
Dr. Dembowski lives with his lovely wife
Ronnie in Boynton Beach. He has three
children, Kirsten , Erika and Greg. ~

Student Spptlight
'01
Melanie :sampson
Melanie Sampsoll is a senior/rUIn South Aji'ica
majoring in Intemationai Relations. She bas a
4.0 grade point average and bas been involved
in tbe Yearbook, International Club and the Up
'til Dawn /undraiser/of St.jude's Children 's
Research Hospital. Melanie gave the Student
Address at Honors Convocation in October and
delivered a strong message about Lynn
University's multicultural disposition through her
own honors program eJ.perience:
With this being my final Honors Convocation,
I have now the opportunity to share my
experience at Lynn University with you all here
tonight .
First, let me give you a little bit of background
as to why I came to Lynn. Back in 1997, I was
graduating high school in Scarsdale, New York.
At the time , I had only been in the country for
three years, and tor those of you who have gone
through the process of emigrating, you know
that this is only a short time. Consequently, I
was definitely in the position where, and pardon
the cliche, I needed "to find myself." I needed to
evolve and grow, and there was nothing more
appealing than the idea of a newly tounded
university that was continually growing and in
the process of establishing itself. Somehow I
knew that, out of all the universities I got into , I
would thrive in this one, and I hoped I would be
an asset to Lynn University.
And so,1 chose to come here , and in the

process I contributed to
Lynn 's growth and it
contributed to mine. I
was an active participant
in the Student
Government Association
and as Head of the
Promotions Committee
I, together with the
other members,
promoted school
spirit. In addition, I
was also able to
represent my
school off-campus
by attending the
2000 Model
Organization of
American States
Conference in
Me/. .
,
anle Sa
Canada. I
Hono
rnpson d p"
rs Co
"'IVe~ '
thoroughly
nVOCation
tng her
.
d
..
.
speech in 0
enJoye partlclpatll1g
cto6er.
in all these activities and have fond
memories. However, I would like to turn your
attention to what Lynn gave me: the honors
progrdm.
By participating the honors program, I beli.e ve
I received a truly unique education. Through
the honors program , we were required to take
courses in environmental shldies and seminars
that dealt with such issues as land ownership
from an economic, environmental and ethical
perspective. Moreover, we explored the
dynamics of multiculturalism. Four years later, 1
leave this program with a greater respect for the
importance of sustainable development and
ethics. But I also leave having had the privilege
of being challenged by a diverse and
exceptionally intelHgent group of honors
students with whom I shared these additional
classes, in particular, those graduating with me
this year. I see you here tonight and I thank
YOll . I learned a lot about the people around me
and made friends I am sure will last well into
the future.
I would also like to thank all my teachers both
in and out of the honors program for the
wonderful education I feel I've received. I have
a theory in terms of education and that is, "You
are as good as your tools." Lynn University has
those tools to help students learn, a great faculty
and a truly international perspective. I urge you
all to take advantage of your resources, as I
have. @
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cannot work together in the same office, so I
like to tell people that we drew straws and she
lost. She stayed at the firm, wh ile I deCided to
strike out on my own. Arthur Anderson was

on-Profit Community

very supportive of me, and their fame worked
to my advantage when I started my own
business as a CPA.
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In Decembe r, undergraduate
business students Julian RoberlSon,
Alaa Ali and Amy Williams
interviewed Lynn alumnu John
Lang~U1 '81 a part of the D yie
Eotrepreneuriallnstitule e ries. The
Doyle program was created to give
students exposure to the transition
from the classroo m to the boardroom
and to demonstrate the importance
of entr preneursrup to glob;lI free
markets in a capitalist Ociety. The
interview wa filmed by student of
the Lynn CoUege Of lnt mationa!
Communication and aired on Boca
Raton Educational 11 1 vision (BRED
throughout February.
john Langan '81 is the managing
partner of Langan Associates, pc., a
firm he helped build into the largest
accounting and consulting firm for
non-pro/it organizations in the United
States. Nearly 14 years in existence,
Langan Associates has two oj/ices in the
Wasbington, D.C., metropolitan area,
one in Chicago, and over 60 employees.
Under john 's leadersbip, Langan
Associates leads tbe

indust1y in developing financial
management practices that open the
door to much-needed resources for n01/
profit organizations. Approximate~y 300
clients look to Langan Associates for
effective business solutions, including
the National Council on Accreditation
of Teacber Education, National
Geograpbic Society, Us. Chamber of
Commerce, us. Energy Association, Air
Force Association and the Association
(~f Naval Aviation.
John ({ttended Lynn University in
1979, when it lUas a two:year
institution called Tbe College of Boca
Raton. Initially a business student, he
later cbanged his concentration to
accounting. Since his graduation in
1981, J{)hn Langan bas been an
integral part of tbe Lynn UnilJersi~y
Alumni Association. His leadership as
a past member of the Alumni AdvisOl)'
Board, continued sUj'port as a regional
board member and ongoing
commitment to tbe institution througb
a recent giji to the University's capital
campaign make bim a valued member
of the Lynn University family.
Following are excerpts from Langan's
interview with current Lynn students:
Q:

What classes did you find most helpful in the
business world?

A: Technical ly speaki ng, the accounting
classes helped me in business, however, speech
and ora l comm unication were extremely
important. Whi le I had a good theoretical base
from my studies in accounting, management an d
marketing, I was entering a new world where it
was important to communicate what I had
learned.

are important to learn . It doesn't matter if you
I deCided to specia lize my practice in the not

know everything about a subject. If you can't
express information to clients or fel low co

for-profit area because I saw a need. In the

workers, you are going to be held back in your

Washington, D.C., metropol itan area there are

profession.

about 6,000 non-profit organizations, the
la rgest concentration in the worl d, including

0: Old you have an easy transition from lynn
University to the business world?

cha nties, trade associations, and in the Un ited

A: I wouldn't say it was easy. When you come to a

Many of these organizations are small to

States, churches and other tax-exempt groups.

university from out of town, as I did from New

midsize operations that re ly on outside

York, you' re thrown together with a lot of

expertise to protect the management and

people in a similar situation. They have similar

volunteers from complicated fi nancial and tax

goals, aspirations and backgrou nds. They are

related procedures.

strangers, but for the most part, there is a
bonding atmosphere, which is one of the most

Washington, D.C., is a key area because the

wonderful things about a univers ity

non-profits need close access and
representation in the Federal government. The

environment.

second largest non-profit markets are in
In making the transition, the hardest thing was

Ch icago, where we have an office, and in New

getting used to the hours, the environment and

York, where I hope to have an office in the

the socia l aspects. You don't meet people as

future.

qu ickly as you do on campus where you are
thrown into social situations. Coming out of
myself to establish new relati onships In the
business world and meeting the cha llenges of
being a new person were probably my biggest
obstacles in the transition from college to the
business world. I think it's the same for most
people

Q:

In several Lynn business classes, we are
talking about ethics and how they relate to
business. What ethics are most important in
your business?

A: I think ethics is at the cornerstone of any good
company. How you present your vision of
service to your employees and how it should
be delivered is key. In the public accounting

Going into the business world, you are usually

business, you are there to give your client

entering a large org anization with people at

advice as an independent organization, and

different levels in their career. When I went to

trust is at the foundation of your re lationship.

Washington, D.C., to work for the public
accounting firm of Arthur Anderson, I felt lucky

Interestingly, one of the changes in the financ ial

to be there. They only hire the cream of the

services business is that certified public

crop, and I worked with people from some of

accountants are allowed to give investment

the best schoo ls in the country. I remember

advice. As a company, we struggled with this
idea because we didn't want our cl ients to view

during our orientation, one of til e partners told
us, "Really, you shouldn't try to compete with

us as a representative for a certa in product,

your peers. It's an internal game. You should

invariably losing our objective view and advice.

work on your own strengths and wea knesses.

However, as competition and specialization

Relax and do the best you can, and you'll

increases, we want to keep our edge and offer

succeed. Don't set yourself up to compete
with others."

"one-stop shopping" to our clients.
We dealt with this question by offering

In my business program, I was asked
although I felt forced at the time-to speak in
front of people and commun ica te my
ideas. That experience was inval uable to
me. Written and oral
comm unication, coupled
with your technical major,

Q: What was your Inspiration for starting your

investment advisory services through three

own business and then specializing in non
profit accounting?

different companies. When we present the

A: Like many things in life, I stumbled into my own

three companies to our clients, we clearly state
that whichever investment company they

business. I worked at Arthur Anderson for a

choose, whether it's one of ours or someone

number of years. That is where I met my wife.

else's, our compensation structure remains the

In public accounting, husbands and wives

same. Today, a non-profit organizati on can

n-Profit Community
are important to learn. It doesn't matter if you
know everything about a subject. If you can 't
express information to clients or fellow co
workers, you are going to be held back in your
profession .

0: Old you have an easy transition from Lynn
University to the business world?
A: I wouldn't say it was easy. When you come to a
university from out of town, as I did from New
York, you're thrown together with a lot of
people in a similar situation . They have simi lar
goals, aspirations and backgrounds. They are
strangers, but for the most part, there is a
bonding atmosphere, which is one of the most
wonderfu l things about a university
environment.
In making the transition, the hardest thing was
getting used to the hours, the environment an d'
the social aspects. You don't meet people as
quickly as you do on campus where you are
thrown into social si tuations. Coming out of
myself to establish new relationships in the
business world and meeting the challenges of
being a new person were probably my biggest
obstacles in the transition from college to the
business world . I think it's the same for most
people.
Going into the business world, you are usually
entering a large organization wi th people at
different levels in their career. When I went to
Washington, D.C. , to work for the public
accounting firm of Arthur Anderson, I felt lucky
to be there. They only hire the cream of the
crop, and I worked with people from some of
the best schools in the country. I remember
during our orientation, one of the partners told
us, "Really, you shouldn't try to compete with
your peers. It's an internal game. You should
work on your own strengths and weaknesses.
Relax and do the best you can, and you'll
succeed. Don't set yourself up to compete
with others."

0: What was your inspiration for starting your
own business and then specializing in non·
profit accounting?
A: Like many things in life, I stumbled into my own
business. I worked at Arthur Anderson for a
number of years. That is where I met my wife .
In public accounting, husbands and wives

cannot work together in the same office, so I
like to tell people that we drew straws and she
lost. She stayed at the firm, while I decided to
strike out on my own . Arth ur Anderson was
very supportive of me, and their fame worked
to my advantage when I started my own
business as a CPA.
I decided to specialize my practice in the notfor-profit area because I saw a need. In the
Washington, D.C. , metropolitan area there are
about 6,000 non-profit organizations, the
largest concentration in th e world, including
charities, trade associations, and in the United
States, churches and other tax-exempt groups.
Many of these organizations are small to
midsize opera tions that rely on outside
expertise to protect the management and
volunteers from complicated financial and taxrelated procedures.
Washington, D.C., is a key area because the
non-profits need cl ose access and
representation in the Federal government. The
second largest non-profit markets are in
Chicago, where we have an office, and in New
York, where I hope to have an office in the
future.

0 : In several Lynn business classes, we are
talking about ethics and how they relate to
business. What ethics are most important in
your business?
A: I think ethics is at the cornerstone of any good
company. How you present your vision of
service to your employees and how it should
be delivered is key. In the public accounting
business, you are there to give your client
advi ce as an independent organ ization, and
trust is at the foundation of your relationship.
Interestingly, one of the changes in the fi nancial
services business is that certified publ ic
accountants are allowed to give investment
advice. As a company, we struggled with this
idea because we didn't want our clients to view
us as a representative for a certain product,
invariably losing our objective view and advice.
However, as competition and specializa tion
increases, we want to keep our edge and offer
"one-stop shopping " to our clients.
We dealt with this question by offering
investment advisory services through three
different companies. When we present the
three companies to our clients, we clearly state
that whichever investment company they
choose, whether it's one of ours or someone
else's, our compensation structure remains the
same. Today, a non-profit organization can

come to us for accounting, auditing, investment
advisory, technology services and management
consulting, something I like to call "one-stop
shopping with a conscience."

0 : As the largest non-profit accounting finn in
the United States, how many employees do
you have and how do you manage all of
them?
A: My style of management is not to micro
manage We hire talented people who do their
job very we ll. I just don't believe I can tell the
head of the audit department how to do better
audits or the head of recruiting how to recruit
better people. What I can do is keep an ear to
the whole organization, because while we are
broken apart by industry, we are one firm, and I
try to make that clear to the employees. I tell
the employees, "We don't have recruiting
clients, audit clients, and accounting services
clients, we just have clients. Today they might
want auditing services and tomorrow they
might want technology."
My role is to coordinate the vision of the
practice, to settle disputes among parties and
to ensure that every employee has a vested
interest in another department's success.
You've heard the saying, "We are on ly as
strong as our weakest link," and that is
absolutely true. Our bonus structure is based
on the results of the entire firm, not by
department. This way, employees have an
incentive to promote other departments'
services to a client as well as their own. We are
not trying to make sales people out of
accountants, but we want them to be
responsive to the cl ient's needs ... And that's
how I see my role: coordinating the vision,
letting people work with their strengths, and
helping them address any weaknesses and
professiona l development needs they may
have.

0 : Where do you feel you would be today If
you had not graduated from college?
A: Well, I certainly wouldn't be running my own
company. I th ink that the experiences I had
during my time at Lynn University were very
important to my success. Here at Lynn, the
teaching is based on the practical results of
education. You still receive the theory that you
need and personalized attention, but you also
get to use the tools of business. I remember
when IBM set up a lab through a partnership
with the University; students were on
computers, being taug ht by IBM profeSSionals
That bridge between academia and business is
very important. Lynn University always
provided the theoretical knowledge nee.ded to

get a job, as well as the practical bridge into
your chosen career. Given the cost of
education and the energy you put into it, you
don't deserve anything less.

0: Where do you see your business going in
the next ten years?
A: There are over 6,000 non-profit organ izations
operating in just our office locations alone, and
as the largest non-profit accounting fi rm in the
country, we serve only 350 of them, which
means there's a lot of room for growth. Our
growth will come as we identify good people
to work with us, because ultimately, what we
sell is the expertise of our personnel. Through
our shared vision of superior service and onestop shopping we can grow.
Right now I'm most concerned with making
sure we perform better than anyone else, but
listen to our clients' needs. Our recruiting and
placement services are a result of that. If we
decide our clients need a particular service that
we don't offer, we may set up strategic
alliances with other companies, endorsing
vendors that best fit our clients' needs and who
would give us the edge on "one-stop
shopping." Expansion of our "one-stop
shopping" vision and an office in New York may
be on the horizon .
-u

0 : As a senior, I often hope that Iam doing the
right things to prepare for life after college.
With only a semester left to graduate, how
do you suggest ' better prepare myself for
entering the business world?
A: I think it's important that, in addition to your
studies, you keep up on current events and
how they relate to your discipline. I believe
that potential employers are most impressed by
people who are well versed in what's going on
around them, not just theoretical text. Having
a good knowledg e of current events and how
your discipline fits into what's happening in the
world is important. I would be thinking about
where your profession is going, which direction
the business world your profession supports is
headed, and how you might bring new ideas
and a new perspective to a potential employer.
As you come out of your university years, I
believe it's time to really think outside the box.
Any potential employer will see that type of
in itiative as something they would like to have
in their company. ~
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Five years ago
Katherine Martin
'71 accepted the
nomination for Lynn
University Alumni
Association (LUAA)
President, knowing
that the challenges
were great but the
rewards even better.
As a fellow board
member, alumnus and
most importantly a friend, I am grateful
for Kathy's leadership. Today, the state of
the Alumni Association is good. In fact ,
it's great. We have grown in member
participation, enhanced the quality of
our progrdmming, and developed a
strong Board of Directors. As we begin
2001 , one thing is certain: our Past
President and Board of Directors have
set quite an example to be followed. On
the heels of that momentum, I look
forward to an exciting tenure ahead.
I would like to offer my
congf'dtulations to Becky (Metallo)
Carlsson '95 who accepted the position
of LUAA Vice-President and Dawn
(Markus) Jackson '94, our new
Secretary{freasurer. This year we also
welcomed Alan Matheney '94, who was
elected to the Alumni Board.
The first half of the

2000-2001 year was indeed eventful!
The Board decided
to coordinate Alumni Homecoming with
Families Weekend and the results were
fabulous. Over 400
people turned out
to celebrate the
weekend. Susan
Haynie '74, Boca
Raton City Councilwoman,
and President and Mrs. Ross
cut the ribbon dedicating
Lynn University's Families
Walkway. Personally, I
thought the highlights of the
weekend were the tailgate
barbecue, the traditional
homecoming parade led by current
students and the deck party at Cap's
place in Deerfield Beach. If you missed
it this year, you won't want to miss out
on SUd1 a fantastic Lynn weekend again!
On November 13th, Lynn held the 9th

supporting
Lynn University
scholarsbi ps.
Event Chair
Joseph Veccia
'89 reported it
was the most
successful
tournament to date
with nearly 250
golfers, a remarkable
25% increase in overall
player participation.
Joe was even more
excited to announce
tbat alumni
participation was at an
all-time high. Tbe
Education Times: Tbe
Voice of
Education
reported "the Lynn
Golf Classic has
made a mark on the
community as a trdditional sell-

Marymount
Friends Reunite
By Carla (Hommels) Hohmann '75

out ." Mark your calendars for next
year-we have already begun planning!
On December 14th, alumni from the
classes of 1969 to 2000 came together to
celebrate the holiday season. The spirit
of giving was strong that night, as those
in attendance donated a host of
children's books for two new librdries in
local hOllsing projects, an effort
coordinated by Vice PreSident Becky;
Carlsson.
The 2000-2001 academic year will
soon be dr.lwing to a close and we'll be
welcoming the Class of 2001 into our
fold. I wish all of you a wonderful 2001
and welcome your input at
aJumni@lynn.edu.

In March of
2000, my sister
Lngrid
(Hommels)
Gelinas and I
decided to put
together a 25
year reunion
for some of
our Class
of ] 975 Wilmington Extension
classmates. After conducting seveml
national searches to locate old
friends, we found a handful of alumni
and planned a "Big Chill Weekend."
For several classmates who could not
make it in March , we held another
mini-reunion at Ingrid's home in
Virginia in October.
Everyone flew in from around

Best Regards,
W ayne Jarvis '95

KEEP 'EM COMING!
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CLASS OF 1965

Cecilia Mesick lives in Austin, TX.
CLASS OF 1970
Kathleen (Ooyle) Gavri lives in Washington,
D.C., with her husband Prakash and 18-year-old
son, Justin.

Marymount
Friends Reunite
By Carla (Hommels) Hohmann '75

out." Mark your calendars for next
year-we have already begun planning!
On December 14th, alumni from the
classes of 1969 to 2000 came together to
celebrate the holiday season. The spirit
of giving was strong that night, as those
in attendance donated a host of
children 's books for two new libraries in
local housing projects , an effort
coordinated by Vice President Becky
Carlsson.
The 2000-2001 academic year wiIJ
soon be drawing to a close and we'll be
welcoming the Class of 200 I into our
fold. I wish all of you a wonderful 200 I
and welcome your input at
alumni@lynn .edu.

In March of
2000, my sister
Ingrid
(Hommcls)
Gelinas and I
decided to put
together a 25
year rewlion
for some of
our Class
of 1975 Wilmington Extension
classmates. After conducting several
national searches to locate old
friends, we found a handful of alumni
and planned a "Big Chill Weekend."
For several classmates who could not
make it in March , we held another
mini-reunion at Ingrid 's home in
Virginia in October.
Everyone flew in from around

the country and stayed at my horne in
Mission Viejo, Calif. The first day, those
who arrived early kayaked on Lake
Mission Viejo. When the rest of our
group arrived , we took a limousine ride
lip the coast of California, stopping at
Dana Point , Newport Beach and Laguna
Beach, among other beautiful California
locales. The day ended with dinner and a
wonderful slide show of special
Marymount College moments. The next
day included breakfast al1d a drive to
Newport Beach for lunch looking over
Newport Bay. Finally, back home for a
group effort dinner and more photos and
slides.
We had an
incredible
reunion - we
laughed for
three days
straight. It
didn 't feel like
25 years had
kept us apart.

Reunion participants included:
Harvey Mark- Long Beach, CA
Joe Snyder- Springville, NY
Nancy Lee Ambroggio-Hoffman Estatlls, IL
Heidi Brugh- Mlss-ou/a, MT
Dave Koburger-Boynton Beach, FL
John Wolinski-Gresham, OR
Vivi Hoover- Palm Beach Gardens, FL
Murray Fuchs-North Salem, NY
Ingrid Hommels Gelinas-Waterford, VA
Carla Homme's Hohmann-Mission VIeJo, CA
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Best Regards,
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Wayne Jarvis '95
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Gail Murphy was the winner of the Kathleen
Price Bryan Award for superior volunteer service
to the community presented by the Junior
League of Greensboro in North Carolina.

BaTbara (K.oehler) Sahli and her husband own

CLASS OF 1965
Cecilia Mesick lives in Austin , TX.

sporting-goods store . They have three boys,
ages 17 through 29.

CLASS OF 1972

and the youngest son is in the Air Force. They
have two grandchildren -a girl 9, and a boy 2.
Though their family is scattered they travel often
to visit them. Laura's career changed when she
remarried in 1989 and decided to leave the
corporate world. However, she assures us her
degree in Communications is not wasted-her
skills are honed writing newsletters, helping her
husband with technical documentation
(entomology), and preparing for benefit events.
She has discovered that life in the country
happens at a slower pace, allowing her to take
time with her family and enjoy what life has to
offer.

Laura (O'Donnell) Sykes writes that she
CLASS OF 1970

K.athleen (Doyle) Gavri lives in Washington,
D.C., with her husband Prakash and 18-year-old
son, Justin.

manages a small herd of beef cattle on her
family farm in Madison, FL. Along with her 10
year-old daughter, Colleen, and husband David,
she enjOys riding their horses. Their oldest

John Veltri is living in Montville, NJ.

CLASS OF 1973
Jules Winn worked for the NCAA in Kansas City
from 1973-1980; from 1980-1987 he worked at
ESPN in Bristol, CT Since 1987, he has owned
grocery stores on Fire Island, NY.

CLASS OF 1974

~

en

Barbara Vogel-Savino of City
Island, NY, on St. Patrick's
Day. Both families have
three teenage children.
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Connie Netter has recently
moved to a new address in
St. Louis, MO.
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CLASS OF 1975
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Brooks Eden has been
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married since 1978 and has twins age 13 (boy and
girl). He is active in coaching youth sports,
including baseball and soccer. Still boating and
fishing, Brooks semi-retired in 2000. He founded
a business in 1981, wh ich was sold in 1999. He is
an active investor
and a Trustee of
The Eden
Charitable
Foundation, and
also spends time
consu lting.
Brooks is a
Member of the
Board of
Directors of
Direct
Response
Med ia, Inc., a
company
founded by his wife, Maria. It is projected to go
public in 2001 .

Claudia (Korab) Lynch writes that after 25 years
away from Marymount, she received a letter at her
parents' house from Norbert Rivera ("Chico" as
some would remember), who had come across
her old address and decided to send pictures of
years past. Upon reading the letter and looking
at the pictures she said, "Wonderful memories
just came to life." Claud ia and Chico write back
and forth and "still cherish the great college days
of the past."

CLASS OF 1976
Joanne (Del Mastro) Jones married Timothy
Jones and has a son who is 13 and daughter age 1O.

Peter Sullivan moved to Seattle, WA, and would
enjoy hearing from any classmates in the area.

CLASS OF 1977
Robert Bateman is now living in Pennsylvania
with his wife and three children, Greg (15), Jenna

--~----------

Damon

Lethbridge in ~
as Ass istant Cc
Sound in Boca
the sales depa:
Suites in Boca .

(13) and Kristi (10) He is a wholesale lumber
salesman, and his current interests are music,
indoor and outdoor sports and "Happy Hour."

Thomas Gherardi currently lives in New York, NY.

the family retail wine stores and has
two sons, ages 3 and 1. He and his
wife are expecting another child in
April 2001.

CLASS OF 1983

Matthew Spencer lives in

Erik Cinquemani is working hard and watching

CLASS OF l'

Gregg McBride is a screenwriter living in Los

Runnemede, NJ, and for the past
three years has worked for The
Vanguard Group as a Certified Test
Engineer. He was married May 1998
and has a 2-year old daughter, Emily
Grace.

After graduatic
worked in Pane
America in the
a lot. A year a,
she is now Mar
company that (
fragrance and c
domestic mark,

his children grow up. Aaron is 18 and
Shiloh wi ll be 16 in April.

Colette (Smith) Mitchell lives
in Wilmington, DE, and plans
a reunion with roommate

Steve~

CLASS OF 1988
John Uttle writes he is busy with

Douglas M. Logue would love to
hear from the old CBR gang. He
still keeps in touch with Linda
(McCormick) Bertizon, Missy
(Voss) McKinney, Larry
Garroway, Rick (Waldo) Walters
and Clinton Moore. He writes
that the year 2000 was fantastic for
him, his family and friends and was
filled with many Kodak moments
for the history books. He is
expecting a 2001 filled with joy,
happiness and precious memories.
His two sons Brandon (18) and
Johnathan (9) are the best gifts a
proud Dad could ask for, and he thinks he must
have done something right to be so blessed and
loved by them . He is enjoying singles life,
cruising down A 1A in his convertib le-Sunday on
the ocean with pina coladas and a steel band:
"Florida living, yeah, Baby!" He found his passion
is in real estate development and management as
the Sen ior Vice President of CMe. As Doug
reflects on his li fe's journey, he realizes just how
magical the days spent on our College campus
were. "As they say," he writes, "If we only knew
then, what we know now. It was the best of ti mes."

Deb (Snauffer) Vasalinda has been married 20
years and has two boys 18 and 17, and a 14 year
old girl. She is working for US Airways Express.

CLASS OF 1978

CLASS OF 1982

Angeles . He wrote for the MTV television series
UNDRESSED and was recently featured in MODE
Magazine (the May 2000 issue). His first feature,
EPICENTER (an action movie about female cop
trapped with a dangerous criminal after a
devastating earthquake, starring Traci Lords and
Jeff Fahey) aired on the UPN TV network on
February 20th, 2001.

Fern (Kolinsky) Hellinger met her husband,
Steve Hellinger, at Lynn University in 1981. They
have been married for 13 years and have three
children, Samantha (11), Chelsea (9) and Lee (6).
Steve owns a catering company in Philadelphia,
PA. A neighbor, All ison Glestein, is attending
Lynn University this year. The Hellingers loved
their years at (College of Boca Raton) Lynn
University.

Maureen Duggan has moved to Lovell, ME.
Kevin Quinn is living in Fort Lauderdale and has
been working in the Civil Service industry for 11
years after leaving the hotel-restaurant business.
He is still single and looking for the right lady.

CLASS OF 1981
Wendy Seykowski is a children's therapist in
Prescott, AZ. She has a Masters of Arts in
Counseling and Psychology.

have three boys ages 2, 4, and 6
who keep them busy. He writes,
"Keep up the good work at Lynn
University!!"

Stephanie (Zei

teaching 5th gr,
school. Recent
pleasure of me
one of Lynn Un
majors, who We
Edge . She writ
finest young tee
pleasure of wat
She is a credit t
well as to Lynn

Charles Bryan

working for Doc
billing manager
year of an MBA
University in Vir
expected to gri
2001. He hope
well and is exci1
reunion is only i

Janet (Gardner) Rich owns a real estate office in
Atlantic City. She is married with ch ildren ages 8
and 4.

CLASS OF 1985
Sam Greco went to tfie University of Buffalo in
1985. After receiving a B.S. from the School of
Management in 1988, he worked for IBM-East
Fish kill, NY and IBM-End icott, NY in
Manufacturing and Finance . Currently, Sam is a
Manufacturing Supervisor for Boston
ScientificlNAMIC (a manufacturer of medical
devices) in Glens Falls, NY.

CLASS OF

1~

Norma Lora-C,

grade at O rchar
School.

CLASS OF 1990
Michele Feldman-Ferguson has had

Dan Doyle, Jr.,

and has a two-y
daughter who i~

the largest ceramic tile manufacturer in the U.S.
for the past 11 years as an arch itectural
representative. She lives in Delray Beach and
keeps in touch wi th several alumni, including
Kathy Carroll and Tim Adrian, who she recently
visited .

an exciting year, beginning with the
purchase of her 1st home with
husband William. The couple
expect their first baby in March
2001. She has stopped working
temporarily to prepare for
motherhood, for which she is
extremely excited.

CLASS OF 1987

CLASS OF 1991

Andrea Ann" Nathanson has been working for
U

Kathy (Brace) 0'Amelio is a Senior

CLASS 0 F 1979

and two daughters, ages 18 and 20. Louis is
Controller for Suddath Relocation Systems, Inc., of
New York.

Chad Vendette and his wife Jill

Bristol-Myers Squibb Pharmaceuticals for 15
years.

Programmer/Analyst at The Mark Group in Boca Raton.

Louis Gentile married former Lynn student Donna
DeAngelis, with whom he has a 16-year-old son,

David Rosa currently lives in Arizona
and has a career in the medical field
as a Vascular Ultrasound
Technologist.

Jackie (Higgins) Toth has been working at

Carmen de Essaye is the Manager of the Boca
Raton homebui lder financing office at Bank of
America. She and husband Joseph '74 have two
sons, ages 14 and 11 .

CLASS OF 1989

Michael Araujo is playing professiona l soccer in
South Africa for Supersport. His position Is
midfield.

Frank Marullo is an Advisory Engineer for IBM
Corporation. He and his wife Kim relocated to
Austin, TX, in 1996. They have three boys,
Matthew (9), March (2) and Michael (1)
Along with Paul Eseljollien, Thomas Totaro has
opened Bell's Tavern of Lambertville, NJ. Paul is
head Chef and Tom is CFO.

Scott Epstein v

Sheryl (Mutterperl) Baca is a

an Inventory Cc
lives in Jackson'
beach, of cours ,
good company
has paid off ver
"There is no sui
education. "

Human Resources Manager. She is
married to a U.S . Navy Sailor and has
one daughter who is 8 months old.

World com as a

Ellen (Bruno)
Ramsey and
husband

Brad Ramsey
are expecting
their first
baby in
May-a girl.

Eiji Hagiwara

y,

CLASS OF J988
John Little writes he is busy with

Damon Stevens married Suzanne

Julie (Ruth) Mulhern is a flight
attendant for United Airlines. She
and husband Lawrence have a son,
Aidan Neil , born on October 15,
2000 .

Thomas Gherardi currently lives in New York, NY.

the family retail wine stores and has
two sons, ages 3 and 1. He and his
wife are expecting another child in
April 2001.

Lethbridge in May 1999 and works
as Assistant Controller for Broken
Sound in Boca Raton. Suzi works in
the sales department for Embassy
Suites in Boca.

CLASS OF 1983

Matthew Spencer lives in

CLASS OF 1992

Gregg McBride is a screenwriter living in Los

Runnemede, NJ, and for the past
three years has worked for The
Vanguard Group as a Certified Test
Engineer. He was married May 1998
and has a 2-year old daughter, Emily
Grace.

After graduation, Maria Delgado
worked in Panama in Central
America in the Free Zone, travelling
a lot. A year ago she married and
she is now Marketing Manager for a
company that distributes fine
fragrance and cosmetics for the
domestic market of Panama .

CLASS OF 1982

Angeles. He wrote for the MTV television series
UNDRESSED and was recently featured in MODE
Magazine (the May 2000 issue). His first feature,
EPICENTER (an action movie about female cop
trapped with a dangerous criminal after a
devastating earthquake, starring Traci Lords and
Jeff Fahey) aired on the UPN TV network on
February 20th, 2001.

Fern (Kolinsky) Hellinger met her husband,
Steve Hellinger, at Lynn University in 1981. They
have been married for 13 years and have three
children, Samantha (11), Chelsea (9) and Lee (6)
Steve owns a catering company in Philadelphia,
PA. A neighbor, Allison Glestein, is attending
Lynn University this year. The Hellingers loved
their years at (College of Boca Raton) Lynn
University.

CLASS OF 1989

Chad Vendette and his wife Jill
have three boys ages 2, 4, and 6
who keep them busy. He writes,
"Keep up the good work at Lynn
University!!"

teaching 5th grade in an excellent
school. Recently, she had the
pleasure of meeting Erin Stevens,
one of Lynn University's education
majors, who was interning at Waters
Edge. She writes, "Erin is one of the
finest young teachers I have had the
pleasure of watching and meeting.
She is a credit to my profession as
well as to Lynn University!"

Charles Bryan Marks is currently
working for Doctors-on-Call as a
billing manager. He is in his second
year of an MBA program at Regent
University in Vi~ginia Beach and is
expected to graduate in December
2001. He hopes everyone is doing
well and is excited that the 10th year
reunion is only a year away.

Janet (Gardner) Rich owns a real estate office in
Atlantic City. She is married with children ages 8
and 4.

CLASS OF J985
Sam Greco went to the University of Buffalo in
1985. After receiving a B.S. from the School of
Management in 1988, he worked for IBM-East
Fishkill, NY and IBM-Endicott, NY in
Manufacturing and Finance. Currently, Sam is a
Manufacturing Supervisor for Boston
Scientific/NAMIC (a manufacturer of medical
devices) in Glens Fa lls, NY.

CLASS OF 1993
grade at Orchard View Elementary
School.

Nicholas Charles Carbo has two
children, Nicholas (6) and Chloe (4).
Nicholas is enrolled in the graduate
program at Lynn University. He
relocated back to Boca Raton from
New Jersey and he loves it.

than three years for Westin Hotels
and Resorts. Jennifer is currently a
Financial Aid Adv isor and Veterans
Certifying Official at Palm Beach
Community College's Boca Raton
campus. She earned a B.S. in Hotel
Management and in 1998 her
M.BA One day Jennifer hopes to
teach hotel or business courses.

Wayne Jarvis is
Dr. Ron Grassi became a Fellow

Alan Kirschenbaum has moved to

currently employed
at Kraeer Funeral
Home in Pompano
Beach . He is the
President of the
Lynn University
Alumni
Association

Delray Beach.

(LUM) .

Amy Honig-Oakley and her

Joe
Jemsek

and Diplomate for the American
Boards of Forensic Medicine and
Disability Analysis. He was featured
in The Palm Beach Post for that
achievement.

Worldcom as a Major Account
Executive in New York City.

1st grade in Palm Beach County for
five years. She is enjoying life and
has a four-year-old daughter named
Krystal.

CLASS OF 1987

CLASS OF 1991
Sheryl (Mutterperl) Baca is a

Michael Araujo is playing professional soccer in

Human Resources Manager. She is
married to a U.S. Navy Sailor and has
one daughter who is 8 months old.

South Africa for Supersport. His position is
midfield.

Ellen (Bruno)

Along with Paul Eseljollien, Thomas Totaro has
opened Bell's Tavern of Lambertville, NJ . Paul is
head Chef and Tom is CFO .

twin girls, Madison and Sydney, on
September 25, 2000.

Maria Martinez has been teaching

the largest ceramic tile manufacturer in the U.S.
for the past 11 years as an architectural
representative. She lives in Delray Beach and
keeps in touch with several alumni, including
Kathy Carroll and Tim Adrian, who she recently
visited .

Corporation. He and his wife Kim relocated to
Austin, TX, in 1996. They have three boys,
Matthew (9), March (2) and Michael (1).

CLASS OF 1995
Jennifer Donn worked for more

Eiji Hagiwara works for MCI

and has a two-year-old son and a
daughter who is 4 months old.

Frank Marullo is an Advisory Engineer for IBM

in Orlando, is married and has 2-1 /2
year-old daughter, Devin. She is a
Physical Therapist and a Certified
Strength and Conditioning
Specialist.

Heather (Golden) Burton is married
to Bill Burton '94 and gave birth to

an Inventory Coordinator. He now
lives in Jacksonville, FL, near the
beach, of course. He works for a
good company and his time at Lynn
has paid off very well. He writes,
"There is no substitute for a good
education. "

CLASS OF 1990
an exciting year, beginning with the
purchase of her 1st home with
husband William. The couple
expect their first baby in March
2001. She has stopped working
temporarily to prepare for
motherhood, for which she is
extremely excited.

Programmer/Analyst at The Mark Group in Boca Raton.

Megann (Garretson) Schooley lives

CLASS OF 1994

husband Tom are renovating their
home in Lincroft, NJ. They have a
two-year-old daughter, Cameron,
and are expecting their second child
in May. She writes that Christine de
Montmorency is engaged to Dr.
William Keegan and Jodi Durante is
engaged to Michael Polsinelli.
Jeremy Kerr was married April 15,
2000, and lives in Delmar, NY. He is
currently a golf professional at
Colonie Country Club in Albany, NY.
His wife, Martha Cassidy, teaches
8th grade.

Dan Doyle, Jr., was married in 1997

Kathy (Brace) D'Amelio is a Senior

and returned to Venezuela for three
years. Diana just finished her MBA in
International Business at Lynn.
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Norma Lora-Cabrera is teaching 1st

Michele Feldman-Ferguson has had

Andrea "Ann" Nathanson has been working for

Jeffrey Weigel has moved to

Diana Sadde has worked in New York

Stephanie (Zeiger) Lasher is

Jackie (Higgins) Toth has been working at
Bristol-Myers Squibb Pharmaceuticals for 15
years.

They've been married for nearly four
and half years and have an 18
month-old son, Austin. Craig is
involved in the stock market. Leann
traded in teaching to be a stay-at
home mom .

Brookfield, CT.

David Rosa currently lives in Arizona
and has a career in the medical field
as a Vascular Ultrasound
Technologist.

Craig Stern and Leann (Pignatao)
Stern '92 still live in Boca Raton.

with Marriott. Christine is teaching
high school English and History and
will soon finish an online Ed.S.
degree in Curriculum, Instruction
and Technology.

Ramsey and
husband

Brad Ramsey
are expecting
their first
baby in
May-a girl.

Scott Epstein works for ALLTELL as
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BrJd '94 and EIIt!CI (Bruno) Ramsey 91
at the AllIInn, Hoilday Parry.

Daniel Kocak has
been married for
one and a half years
and purchased a
home in New
Hampshire one year
ago.

Yvone Mattos-Rego is living in
Westport, MA.

Christine (Baker) Parker recently
moved to Houston. Her husband,

John Parker '92 is General Manager

LUM

Preslcif.lnr V'/c1)/n() .Janils

'95 "na' RiC~ Rovenz(11l() '95 ar
th(' annual Aiun!r" Holiday

has moved
Party !n DccernbQr
from
Atlanta to Denver and is working for
a company that designs golf
courses.

Stephanie Mclennan lives in Stowe,
VT, and writes, "All is well. The
snow is falling and the skiers and
snowboarders are happy." She is
selling Liquid Snowboard Clothing
and loves to travel allover New
England. She sends regards to
fellow classmates and extends an
invitation to come ski!

Prithvi Raj Urs is working for the
largest network marketing company
in India.
After 7 years in Boca, Jamie Schoenfeld
was relocated to her home of state
Connecticut by her company, Dunhill
Staffing Systems. She is the Manager of
the Northeast Professiona l Search
Division. Jamie recently purchased a

Bob Martel has been working

house in Middletown, CT, and still has dog Socket and
cat Luna. She writes, " It would be great to hear from
Lynn friends."

CLASS OF 1997
lauren (Miller) Ames was married on Ma rch 18,
2000, to Eddie Ames. Lauren is a Real Estate
Agent for Century 21.

Alyson Pa,stor is teaching 4th grade in Lake
Worth, FL. She is engaged to be married
December 8, 2001, in Boca Raton . She writes,
"Life is great!"

Joy Ventre has moved to Syracuse, NY.

CLASS OF 1996
Avigail R. Berger married Gabriel l.
Needleman '97 on September 16, 2000.
Geoff Bradford is a first officer (co-pilot) with
Gulfstream International Airlines, flying a
Beechcraft 1900 turboprop airplane.
ill

Jennifer Halpern has just fi nished Microsoft

c

Systems Certification and her Master's Degree in
Psychology from University of Miami. She is worki ng
for a diabetes management compa ny as a Systems
Engineer. She looks forward to read ing and
receiving more information about Lynn Un ivers ity.
"Thank you for keeping everyone in touch l "
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Tony Kurtz returned to Minnesota in January and
is working for Lucent Technologies. He sti ll p lays
amateur baseba ll.

Anton Pastuszak is currently teaching and
coaching at Gold Coast Community High School
in West Palm Beach. In add ition, he is working as
a profeSSional artist, small busi ness owner, and
Director of Restoration at Quail Ridge Scrub.

Abigail Boldt was recently hired as the new
executive administrator and right-hand to the
CEO and COO of the Cincinnati Corporate office
of Northwestern Mutual Financial Network . For
the past year and a half, she supported a number
of Certified Financial Planners at a comprehenSive
financial planning firm in Cincinnati in order to
gain experience in the financial industry. She is
extremely excited about her new opportunity and
sends regards to the faculty at Lynn.
Carsini Brooks is the Recreation Coordinator for
the City of Coconut Creek and has organ ized an
athletic league called BCW Athletics.

Stanley Guttenberg had a small part (eleven
lines) in the movie P.S. Your Cat is Dead. The film
will be debuted in Cannes in May 2001, and he is
hoping it is bought by a b ig film company-wish
him luck! Stanley is also doing some accounting
for a New York firm . He writes, "Than k you,
aga in, Lynn University."

Michael Iezzi has relocated to New York state
and works for the internet company Tradeout.

Scott Kleckner is attending graduate school at
Reuben Reynolds is completing a Master's of
Science, concentrating on Health Care
Administration. He will graduate in June 2001
and is seeking full time employment in the field.

Loyola University in Chicago for Secondary
Education (English). He is living on the north side
of Chicago with his Siamese cat, Beloved (named
after the novel by Toni Morrison) .

Danielle Salerno is working as Director of Sales &

Tiffany McDaniel is still living in Delray Beach .

Catering at the Abbington in Glen Ellyn, IL. She
was married in August 1999. Dahlton
Bennington '95 was her maid of honor, and
Danielle was maid of honor when Dahlton married
Larry Storms '95. She says hi to Lauren Miller

She bought a house this past April and is working
at the Holiday Inn, Boca Town Center, in sales.
This past May she was Maid of Honor in the
wedding of Emi Hanado '96, who is now Emi
Hutton and living in Rochester, NY. Tiffany
attends most Lynn men's basketball games. She
is very proud to be a Lynn alumnus.

'97, Gabe Needleman '96, Frank Benedetto '95
and Todd Maxey '91.

Jewel Scharf graduated with a Master's in Varying
Exceptionalities in May 2000 and is teaching 8th
grade American History at Loggers Run Middle
School, as well as raising daughter Joe Hannah.
Aileen Shapiro is a Supervisor in a nursing home
and living in Boca Raton.

Maria St. Lawrence has been teaching at Lake
Worth Middle School for 5 years in the ESOL
Dept. She is currently living in Wellington and is
engaged to be married to a School Board Police
Officer on June 30, 2001 . She has kept in touch
with Cynthia Marcial, Saskia Emmery, Melissa
Budney and Daniel Derks.

Gabriel I. Needleman married AvigaU R.
Berger '96 on September 16, 2000.

address in New York , NY.

Master's Program at DePaul University in Chicago .
She has been working with the Children's Miracle
Network (CMN) and the Juvenile Diabetes
Foundation (JDF) for the past three years. At JDF,
she has had the opportunity to work with newly
diagnosed young children, aiding them in ways to
understand their disease and how to live a normal
life with diabetes. Also since working with CMN ,
she met Hillary Rodham Clinton at a White House
function two years ago. Upon graduation in June,
she is considering a position at an American
school in Stockholm, Sweden . She writes, "Only
time will tell."

Amy (Barbuto) Stauffer was married October 7,
2000, to Brady Stauffer. The couple is expecting
a baby boy on June 9, 2001. Amy is working for
Tiffany & Company as a corporate sales rep for
the Philadelphia area. She is looking forward to
hearing from some fellow Lynn graduates.

CLASS OF 1998
Joel Benjhamin has been working in NY for Ruff
Ryders Entertainment/lnterscope Records in the
Business Affairs Division drafting contracts and
liaisons with various other record labels and
entertainment law firms. He has a few album
credits to his name . He is presently debating
between accepting the Manager position at EMI
Publish ing in New York or going to law school in
2001. While reading through the recent alumni
newsletter, he heard of the untimely death of
Chris McGuirk '95. He writes, "My deepest
condolences to his brother Tommy and his family.
He was a good friend of mine ."

Society as a Campaign Coordinator for the Team
and Training Program. She manages the run
program (marathon distance), triathlon (Olympic
distance). cycle (century distance) and mountain
biking programs.

Wells Gable has mo ved back to Naples and is
working for the Barron Collier Company.

ANC Rental Corporation as staff accountant last
summer.

Keith Gorton is currently working at the Waldorf

Brett Ormandy is still playing tennis and assisting
Mike Perez with the Lynn University men's team.
He will complete his MBA in International
Business at Lynn this spring. He is engaged to
Danielle Spenner '97.

Menswear Designer at lzod Club. She is still
living in New Jersey and recently went abroad
and met up with some Lynn University
international graduates for vacation. She writes,
"I miss the sun a loti"

Christine l. Singura is working for
the Marriott Hotel in the Fort
Lauderda le area as a Catering Sales
Manager. She is looking to continue
in the hospitality industry in South
Florida with the opportunity to
transfer to different Marriott
facilities. She writes, "Lynn
University's hospitality program was
great and is advancing for future
students!"

Byron Warner is working in Boca
Raton at Lawless, Edwards & Warren
and is married to Erin lasse '00.

CLASS OF 1999
Rhonda Barrera opened a personal
training and fitness studio, Absolute
Fitness, in Boynton Beach in August

2000.

Lori Brunner moved from Boca to Atlanta in
January and works at the Leukemia & Lymphoma

Tracey Neff was recently engaged and is
planning a July 2001 wedding. She started with

Gina Ottamanelli was promoted to Head
Christina (Christersdotter) Vogt has a new

Sarah Retiman is co ncluding the Early Childhood

successfu lly at the Andover Country
Club in Andover, MA, as the Director
of Dini ng and Member Services. He
writes that, as the Club's golf course
is filled with snow, most members
flock to the shores of Boca Raton and
the Deerfield Beach courses, and he
is often reminded of the great
memories of four years spent at Lynn.
He is proud to have been worki ng at
the Country Club for the past two
and a half years, learn ing valuable
leadership qualities and ma nagement
tools for the next step-operating his
own facil ity. With high hopes of
returni ng to the Sunshine State and
beginning a career as a successful
owner, he offers g ratitude and
respect to all at Lynn who have
helped him grow into an individual of
top quality and sends a special
thanks to Steph and Ji m H.

Astoria in Manhattan under their extensive
Management Trainee Program. He is living with
family in Massapequa, NY.

Katia Gonzalez-Potochnik is completing her
doctorate in Special Education at Columbia University
Teachers College and working as a Graduate Assistant
for the Residence Hall.

James Gould is living in Deerfield Beach, FL.
Stuart Fried is working with three year-old
children at a Nursery School in Canada.

Matthew Bernstein is working for
Rand-Whitney as a Marketing
Representative. He is engaged to
Marisa Volante.
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Garden mage

David Chandler and his wife
Christen have moved to Atlanta, GA.
He hopes to soon be working as a
WEB Producer for the #1 radio
station in Georgia, WSB-AM. His
wife is working as a persona l banker
for Bank of America.
After graduation, Chen-Shu "Jack"
Chuang spent several months sailing

Scott Prones

Creek and we
brokerage firr

David Silvel'!

Master's degr
Psychology al
Southeastern
conSidering a
Justice.

Since gradua'
University, Jel
been teach in!
students.

Bob Martel has been working

A1yson Pastor is teaching 4th grade in Lake
Worth, FL. She is engaged to be married
December 8, 2001, in Boca Raton. She writes,
"Life is great l "
Sarah Retiman is concluding the Early Childhood
Master's Program at DePaul University in Chicago .
She has been workin g with the Children's Miracle
Network (CMN) and the Juven ile Diabetes
Foundation (JDF) fo r the past three years. At JDF,
she has had the opportunity to work with newly
diagnosed young children, aiding them in ways to
understand their disease and how to live a normal
life with diabetes . Also since working with CMN,
she met Hillary Rodham Clinton at a White House
function two years ago. Upon graduation in June,
she is considering a position at an American
school in Stockholm, Sweden. She writes, "On ly
time will tell."

Amy (Barbuto) Stauffer was married October 7,
2000, to Brady Stauffer. The couple is expecting
a baby boy on June 9, 2001 . Amy is working for
Tiffany & Company as a corporate sa les rep for
the Phi ladelph ia area . She is looking forward to
hearing from some fellow Lynn graduates.
CLASS OF 1998
Joel Benjhamin has been working in NY for Ruff
Ryders Entertainment/lnterscope Records in the
Business Affairs Division drafting contracts and
liaisons with various other record labels and
entertainment law firms. He has a few album
credits to his name. He is presently debating
between accepting the Manager position at EMI
Publishing in New York or going to law school in
2001. While reading through the recent alumni
newsletter, he heard of the untimely death of
Chris McGuirk '95. He writes, " My deepest
condolences to his brother Tommy and his family.
He was a good friend of mine ."

Lori Brunner moved from Boca to Atlanta in
January and works at the Leukemia & Lymphoma
Society as a Campaign Coordinator for the Team
and Training Program. She manages the run
program (marathon distance), triathlon (Olympic
distance), cycle (century distance) and mountain
biking programs.

Wells Gable has moved back to Naples and is
working for the Barron Collier Company.
Keith Gorton is currently working at the Wa ldorf
Astoria in Manhattan under their extensive
Management Tra inee Program. He is living with
fami ly in Massapequa, NY.

Katia Gonzalez-Potochnik is com pleting her
doctorate in Special Education at Columbia University
Teachers College and working as a Graduate Assistant
for the Residence Hall.

James Gould is living in Deerfield Beach, FL.
Stuart Fried is working with three year-old
children at a Nursery School in Canada.

successfully at the Andover Country
Club in Andover, MA, as the Director
of Dining and Member Services. He
writes that, as the Club's golf course
is filled with snow, most members
flock to the shores of Boca Raton and
the Deerfield Beach courses, and he
is often re minded of the great
memories of four years spent at Lynn.
He is proud to have been working at
th e Country Club for the past two
and a half years, learning valuable
leadership qualities and management
tools for the next step-operating his
own facility. With high hopes of
return ing to the Sunshine State and
beginning a career as a successful
owner, he offers gratitude and
respect to all at Lynn who have
helped him grow into an individual of
top q ua li ty and sends a special
tha nks to Steph and Ji m H.

Christine T. Singura is working fo r
th e Marriott Hotel in the Fort
Lauderdale area as a Catering Sales
Manager. She is looking to continue
in the hospitality industry in South
Florida with the opportunity to
transfer to different Marriott
facilities. She writes, "Lynn
University's hospitality program was
great and is advancing for future
students l "

before working fo r an avionics
manufacturer. Now he is with
Franklin Templeton Mutual Fund as
Fund Accounting Analyst and plans
to enroll in an MBA program .

Diane Clancy is an Account

Frank Abatino became a go lf pro in

Manager for an event marketing firm
in Colorado and will relocate to New
Jersey to organize events and
tradeshows for BMW's Motorcycle
Group.

Stamford, CT. This winter he will
come to Florida to wo rk and pursue
his golf career.

Mona Davis is working as a physcial
therap ist assistant in a geriatric
setting. She writes that it is a
rewarding field and she is enjoying
it, despite challenges at times . She
may return to sch ool for continuing
education , possibly in another field.

Michael Delmar worked at the Four
Seasons Pa lm Beach as Assistant
Food and Beverage Manager for
one year. Michael now works as
Fina ncial Analyst for a corporation
specia lizing in three to five star
hotels and the development and
admin istration of class A and B
shopping malls.

Gloria Doherty has completed an

Raton at Lawl ess, Edwards & Warren
and is married to Erin Tasse '00.

CLASS OF 1999

Even Ketovel' is a front desk trainer

Rhonda Barrera opened a personal

at Walt Disney's All Star Movies
hotel in Orlando.

train ing and fitness stud io, Absolute
Fitness, in Boynton Beach in August
2000.

Matthew Bernstein is working for
Rand-Whitney as a Marketing
Representative. He is engaged to
Marisa Volante.

Larry Ullie is a Financial Specialist at
First Union National Bank in Delray
Beach. He will return to Lynn in
January to continu e his studies for
an MBA in International Business.

Jonathan Prebich is living in
Angela Blahut-Neville is currently
employed as Director of Web
Marketing at Kaplan College, an
online distance education college.
She is also an adjunct faculty
member at Lynn University, teaching
courses in the Funeral Service
Education Program.

David Chandler and his wife
Christen have moved to Atlanta, GA.
He hopes to soon be working as a
WEB Producer for the #1 radio
station in Georgia, WSB-AM. His
wife is workin g as a personal banker
for Bank of America.
After graduation, Chen-Shu Jack"
Chuang spent several months sai ling
U

Manhattan and working for Flower &
Garden magazine as Senior Editor.

Scott Pronesti lives in Coconut
Creek and works for a stock
brokerage firm .

David Silverstein is studying for a
Master's degrees in Forensic
Psychology and Education at Nova
Southeastern University and is now
considering a Master's in Criminal
Justice.
Since graduation from Lynn
University, Jennifer Schneider has
been teaching Special Education
students.

Mariuche Harth lives in Miami and
works at Florida International
University while pursuing her MBA.
Stanislao Jakubowicz is working as

CLASS OF 2000

Adult Health Advanced Pract ice
Nursing Progra m and has been
accepted into the Acute Care Nurse
Practitioner Program at the
University of New Mexico. She
expects to graduate in December
2001 .

Byron Warner is working in Boca

Emily Zizzi is living in Miami and
wo rks in Human Resources for the
Diplomat Resort and Country Club
in Ho llywood .

Matt Amer is attending Landmark
College in Putney, VT. Matt has
become interested in writing poetry;
and is co-editor of Literary
Magazine.

a Prod uction Coordinator for
Nickelodeon Latin America in Miami
Beach.

Colleen Lynch is attending Long
Island University and will receive an
MS in SpeCial Education in Fall
2001.

Christian Meier is going to school
at In, wh ich he loves, but he misses
Lynn University.

Diane Bilicki resides in Tampa .
Nathan Murray is working as a
Marisa Blank is living in Atlanta ,
GA, and employed as a marketing
admin istrator.

Ricardo Coluno has moved to
Buenos Aires to take the position of
Program Manager for Microsoft
Office.
For the past 6 months, Carlos del
Saito, Jr. has been working in
Austra li a for Baxter Healthcare, a
medical supply company. He says it
has been a great experience.

graph ic designer for a web
development company, called
Cyberscapes Interactive. He is also a
freelance photographer, who
founded a design company, END
Productions, at everynewday.com.
Nathan is currently touring with the
glam/pop-punk band "Race to Win ."

Nicole Pfeffle is working on her
Master's at Lynn .

Michael Ryan recently starting
working for Morgan Stanley Dean
Witter in Manhattan.

Alexander Flipse was an intern at
Talk Radio News, a professional
news organization, for four months.
He writes the experience was one of
the most exciting times of his life,
because it gave the opportunity to
cover events in Washington, D.C.,
during the Presidential Election. He
covered all sorts of events and met
al l sorts of people, from Bill Clinton
to Jesse Ventura. He is looking
forward to many more
opportun ities.

Ali Gaines is working as Office
Manager at a Bricktown, NJ ,
chiropractor's office. She is
engaged to Dan Ganezer and will
be married November 2001. Her
brother, Brent Gaines, will attend
Lynn next fall.

David Goldstein is working for
Parkside Memoria l Chapels in
Queens, NY. He is in the funeral
business with his fath er and is
enjoying it very much. David
writes that he misses all the
great times at Lynn University
and sen ds all his friends good
luck in the ir future endeavors.

Manuela Gravia lives in Boca
Raton and will marry Paul Muir
'99 in August 2001.

Usa Scala is working as a Res idence
Hall Director at Trin ity i 101: ',- : ' ,'
e

University. She is also taking courses
for a Master's Degree in Education
with an ESOL Endorsement.
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Natalie Smith is currently attending
the Integrated Marketing
Communications Master's Program
at Emerson College in Boston .
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REFLECTIONS FROM
A SOPHOMORE
CREW CAPTAIN

By Lauren Maiorisi '03

Most
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shudder at
the tbought
of waking up
at 5:00 a.m. to
meet the
Lynn Crew
van at 5:30
a.m. At fIrst,
the idea of
stepping
into the
cold Intracoastal Waterway and
rowing before the sun came up did
not appeal to me in the least. But, I
fIgured anything is worth trying at
least once, and I made up my mind to
give it a shot. My biggest motivator
was not actually the urge to row, but
the desire to lose 10 pounds before
going up to New Jersey for the
holidays. The crew team was going
to be my ticket to getting myself into
shape.
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I'll never forget
that tlrst morning
we got on the
water. After
rigging the boat
and getting it in
the water, I
thought, "This
sport is too much
work
for me."
But,
people
had
said,
"Once
you start rowing,you never want to
stop." As soon as the boat glided over
the dark water and the stars shined
overhead, I understood. As the oars
treaded through the water, the beauty
of nature had a whole new meaning
for me, and crew became a way for
me to get a good workout and
experience daily the splendor of the
outdoors.
Slowly our team started to become
a family. The experiences we shared
as teammates brought us closer and
closer: waking each other up for early
morning practices; laughs, tights,

~~~~"=IiI;;:==:;:======-------l
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Germany; Jennifer
Mullin falling out of the
boat every practice;
Jackie Saulnier asking if
everything was "safe"; and pushing
the Crew van up and down the
parking lot during one of our
workouts.
As our first race became closer, it
was amazing how much faster and
sharper the boats became. Our
blisters reflected the effort we put
into being our best. Team members
found it easier to make practices, and
in two months of training, we could
feel ourselves improving. We knew
we could become just as good-if
not better-than other Florida teams,
as long as we tried our hardest and
pushed our bodies to the limit.
naps; singing in
the van; and who
Rowing is a tough sport. I can't
could forget
seem to compare it to any other
when the boat
activity I've ever done. It's just eight
flipped! I know I rowers striving to be one stroke, and
will never forget
twenty teammates becoming one
Cal Haddad and
family. ®
Clemens Walter
fighting over

FALL SPORTS
RECAP

By Jeff Sehal
Sports In/ormation Directc

Cross Country: Knights
Continue To I mprove
The 2000 season was very
significant for the Lynn University
Cross Country program. The men's
team, led by Jimmy Metayer, placed
fourth at the Sunshine State
Conference Championship hosted b~
Saint Leo University. Metayer, who
became the first Lynn cross country
athlete to earn all-conference honon
led the way for the Knights with a
time of 36:20 f<>r a tenth place finish
Philimon Ketshabile placed 15th wit
37:07.
On the women's side, the team
finished seventh at the champion
ship. Freshman Amanda Zdawcyzk
was the Knights' top tlnisher placing
30th (28:40).Three volleyball playen
joined in on the action, with Jennifel
Brooks following Zdawcyzk in 45th
position. The remainder of the lineu!
tlnished 50th through 52nd.
Two weeks later, the men 's team
competed in the NCAA Division II
South Regional meet and Zdawczyk
competed as an individual at the
University of North Florida. Metayer
once again led the way for the
Fighting Knights placing 66th
(36:26.89). Zdawczyk showed poise
competing in the women's division
and placed 99th with a time of
28:20.84.
In just its third year competing on
the varsity level, the Lynn cross
country program continues to

improve. With just one senior on the
squad, look for the Fighting Knights
to climb further up the Sunshine
State Conference standings next
fall. ~

season off 7-0 and scoring 32 goals
during the winning streak. Lynn
ended the year with a total of 63
goals, only allowing their opponents
17. "I feel like we fought our hardest
up front, and showed what we are
Men's Soccer:
capable of doing,"said Pendleton.
Knights Disappointed After
Leading the team with 14 goals and
By Jeff SchaJy, Spectacular Season
7 assists for a total
SjJot·ts In/o1"1nation Directo,·
After ending a
of 35 points was
spectacular season
Cross Country: KlIights
Kristowski. After
with a 17-2 overall
emlt/nue To Improve
missing
most of
record, the Lynn
The 2000 season was very
the 1999 season,
University men's
significant for the Lynn University
Kristowski
came
soccer team was
Cross Country program. The men's
back to make an
snubbed in NCAA
team, led by jimmy Metayer, placed
offenSive impact.
post-season play. A
fourth at the Sunshjne State
Sophomore
disappointed team
Conference Championship hosted by
forward Dean
led by
Saint Leo University. Metayer, who
Wilson was also an
four
became the first Lynn cross country
offensive threat,
seniors,
athlete to earn all-conference honors,
while freshmen
Gareth Dunn,josh
led the way for the Knights with a
...._____________, Austin Greenhaw
Kristowski, Stuart
time of 36:20 for a tenth place finish.
and jOl1l1Y Hughes and sophomore
Kozlowski and jamie Byers, was not
Philimon Ketshabile placed 15th with
Andrew Rose saw playing time and
invited to the post-season dance. "It
37:07.
added depth to the offensive attack.
was a shock to everyone associated
On the women's side, the team
The battle in the midfield was an
with Lynn Universit)' soccer and a
finished seventh at the champion
exciting
combination between
sad way for the seniors to finish their
ship. Freshman Amanda Zdawcyzk
returning starters, juniors Adam Payne
careers," said Head Coach Shaun
was the Knights ' top finisher placing
and Geoff Peattie, and sophomores
Pendleton.
30th (28:40). Three volleyball players
Lee Dukes and Finn Tomulevski.
Starting the 2000 season ranked
joined in on the action, with jenllifer
Senior Gareth Dunn, a four-time Al1
9th in the NCAA Division II
Brooks following Zdawcyzk in 45th
American, led the Knights on the
preseason poll, the Knights never
position. The remainder of the lineup
defensive end. Dunn who spUt time
dropped out of the top 25
finished 50th through 52nd.
between defender and midfielder last
throughout the season. With an
Two weeks later, the men's team
season, moved to sweeper this
impressive record of 13-0-1 since
competed in the NCAA Division II
season. joining in the backfield was
joining the Sunshine State
South Regional meet and Zdawczyk
junior joey Rego, sophomore Tom
Conference in J 998, the Fighting
competed as an individual at the
Davies,and freshman Kirk Russell.
Knights had won two consecutive
Universit)' of North Florida. Metayer
This strong defense held opponents
conference championships. In 2000,
once again led the way for the
to just 126 shot attempts and only 17
their only two losses came in
Fighting Knights placing 66th
goals.
The Knights recorded a total of
conference play to Rollins College
(36:26.89). Zdawczyk showed poise
and conference rival Barry Universit)T. eight shutouts this season.
competing in the women's division
The goal keeper position was split
"Those two losses hurt us
and placed 99th with a time of
up
between Kozlowski, who played
tremendollsly, but we fought our
28:20.84.
in eight games, sophomore Jake
hardest and bounced back," said
In just its third year competing on
Banas, who played in 13 games, and
Pendleton.
the varsity level, the Lynn cross
junior .Julien Fruitier, who played in
With a lot of depth lip front the
country program continues to
three games. Banas, who was the
Knights offense soared, starting the
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Germany;jennifer
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he Crew van up and down the
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:vorkouts.
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Knights' number one starter, led the
team in saves with 31 .
The Knights will work hard this
off-season to fill in holes left by the
graduating seniors. "We'll bounce
back and prove we are a play-off
team," said Pendleton. ~

Women 's Soccer: Knights
Retur1l to Post-Season
The Lynn University women 's
soccer team rebounded in the 2000
campaign,
returning to
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which
they have

to

accustomed.
Nationally
ranked No.
8 in the
tlnal NCAA
Dh-ision II
poll, the
Fighting
Knights
were extended an at-large bid into
the 2000 NCAA Division n Soccer
Tournament against conference rival
Barry. The team earned a No.2 seed
in the south region and faced the
powerful Buccaneers in the first
round in Miami Shores. The Knights,
who registered an overall record of
13-3, fell to the Buccaneers 4-1. Head
Coach Rocky Orrezoli was
disappointed by the loss, but said,
"Despite the injuries we encountered
as a team this year, we had a great
season overall."
Five Knights were named to the
Sunshine State Conference team with
first team honors going to senior
forward Jannie Nicolaisen and senior
defender Marika Karlsson .Second
team honors went to junior forward
Sue Sheehan, junior goalkeeper Sarah
Reed anct sophomore defender
Christine Sawruk. "I would have

liked to see Kim Covell on the aU
conference team," said Orezzoli. "She
doesn't get a lot of credit because we
move her all over the place. She
fights like heck and always gives
125% all the time."
The Knights offense was led by
Nicolaisen, who had a team-high of
18 goals and 14 assists for a total of
50 points. Sheehan and Gitte
Therkelsen also impacted the
offense."Nicolaisen sparked our
offensive attack and is a role model
to the other players on the team,"said
Orezzoli. "We'll miss her leadership."
The defense was anchored by
Karlsson , Sawruk and freshman
Ashley Jarson. The spectacular
backtleld held opponents to only 115
shot attempts ancl 14 goals. Reed was
a potent force in the nets, starting all
16 games. She posted 48 saves,
which led to nine shutouts on her
way to the all-conference honors.
The five rookies on the 2000 squad
had impressive seasons altogether.
"Because of injuries, the freshmen
were put under a lot of pressure
early," said Orezzoli. "They were
thrown in the hot seat, and proved
themselves from the beginning and
by mid-season ,four of the five were
starting."
As for next season, the Knights are
hoping to get ready for a better
ending which means winning the
ultimate prize. Sheehan will be the
only remaining team member from
the 1998 National Championship
team. "Sue knows what it takes and
feels like to be a champion," said
Orezzoli. "We will look to her for
team leadership throughout the off
season in 2001." ~

Women's Volleyball' Knights
Look Toward The Future
For Fighting Knights tirst-year head
coach Luciana Freire, the 2000 season
was a learning process from
beginning to end. "It was definitely a

harder transition from player to
coach than I anticipated," said Freire,
who played for Lynn in 1998 and
1999.The club concluded the season
with a 5-25 overall record and 1-13 in
the Sunshine State Conference. "To
say I learned a lot is an
understatement," said Freire. ''I'm
looking forward to bringing in some
quality players and taking this
program to the next level."
Junior Jennifer Brooks, a transfer
from Austin Peay State University, led
the team in kills (263) and attack
percentage (.231). Brooks also led the
team in kills per game (3 .09) and
blocks (78). Fellow junior Samantha
Scott was second in kUls (229) and
sophomore Fernanda Campos was
third (177). Each averaged 2.54 and
2.77 kills per contest, respectively.
"The players showed flashes of
consistency at the net, but needed to
be more aggressive,"said Freire.
Junior Valerie Cardinale and
sophomore Katie Rohleder directed
the offense from the setter pOSition .
Cardinale led the team with 420
assists, averaging 5.92 a game.
Rohleder, nagged with injuries
throughout the season, recorded a
total of 350 assists, averaging 5.95 a
game. "Katie gave us a spark with her
enthusiasm and hard work," said
Freire."Valerie improved her game
and was an asset to the team."
The off-season
will take a lot of
dedication from
the players and
coach Freire."I
realize now that
the first step to
producing a
great team is
recruiting," said
Freire. ~
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